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Executive Summary
The University of Waterloo has as its mission “the pursuit of learning through scholarship, teaching and research
within a spirit of free enquiry and expression.” This makes it clear that the University cannot succeed without
dedicated and productive faculty members, for it is the faculty members who have primary responsibility for the
scholarship, teaching and research the University does---though, obviously, the University’s staff and both graduate
and undergraduate students also play an essential role. A job offer from a university to a faculty member is often the
beginning of a relationship that will span decades. It is clearly in the interests of both the University and individual
faculty members that faculty work in conditions that allow them to become productive early in their careers and
maintain this productivity over the long term. Doing so entails putting in place policies and practices that will allow
faculty members to maintain a satisfactory balance between their work and the rest of their lives at every stage of
their careers.
Since both the University and the Faculty Association recognize the importance of such issues, they agreed at the
Faculty Relations Committee that the Provost, in consultation with the President of the Faculty Association, should
implement the recommendations of two earlier working groups that reported in 2009: that a Working Group should
be struck to investigate two related matters, namely work/life balance issues for faculty members, and whether there
are structural features of the methods used to determine compensation for faculty members which give rise to salary
anomalies.

We have organized our discussion and recommendation into several sections. First, we consider work/life issues
particularly relevant to particular stages in the relationship between faculty members and the University: recruiting,
early career, and later career stages; we then examine particular challenges to satisfactory work/life balance at
Waterloo, namely workload, the tenure process, and interlocking issues to do with the service component of faculty
work, the merit review process and promotion to Professor. We then consider more purely administrative matters
that will help the institution provide a workplace conducive to work/life balance: how academic administrators are
selected, trained and supported and specific recommendations for policy and practice. We also include a section
dealing with the other aspect of the Working Group’s mandate, salary anomalies and related issues.
We have made a significant number of recommendations. Some require a modest investment of resources. Several
others involve reorganizing how some things are funded (e.g., replacement teaching for faculty who take
compassionate care leave). Many would require no investment beyond what it would take to change a policy or
practice. We think all of them are cost -effective and of benefit both to faculty members and the university.
We gather all our recommendations into a single list as Appendix B, for convenience of reference.
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The resulting Working Group reviewed the research literature on work/life balance, particularly as it applies to
faculty at research intensive universities and other similar professions, and investigated policies and practices at other
universities similar to Waterloo. We provided several opportunities for individual faculty members to have input,
including an opportunity to react to some of what we heard in earlier rounds of consultation. We sought input from
those able to provide the perspective of colleagues serving in academic administrative roles, especially Chairs and
Deans, and sought detailed feedback in focus groups with faculty members. From this feedback and research, we
identified recurring themes and developed a number of recommendations that the committee feels would make an
important contribution to enabling faculty members to combine productive careers with satisfactory lives away from
work.
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1. Introduction
A job offer from a university to a prospective faculty member is often the beginning of a relationship that will span
decades. In a collegially governed institution like a university, one expects that faculty members will adopt the
interests of the institution as their own to a significant degree, and that the university will see its faculty as something
more than replaceable working parts. Nevertheless, it is useful to consider this long-term relationship in terms of
what each party hopes to attain from it.


The university wants faculty members who will help it to accomplish its mission of providing scholarship and
teaching of a high order for the good of society. Faculty members also play an essential role in the
governance and management of the university. The faculty members are, in a sense, the front-line workers
in any university, since it is they who actually carry out the teaching and research---with, of course, the
essential support of staff and students, especially graduate students. It is therefore in the interest of the
university to make investments and put in place policies and practices that will make these essential
contributors as productive as they can be, and do so in a way that will allow them to have the greatest
productivity as teachers and scholars over the entire span of this decades-long career.



For most faculty members, partnership with the university provides an opportunity to pursue what are
usually personally rewarding activities, including a research program over which they have considerable
control and teaching in a field meaningful enough to them that they spent many years earning a PhD in it,
and by doing this work to make an important contribution to society, and perhaps to the world.
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There are many aspects of the work of a faculty member that make it rewarding, but it is also demanding and
stressful. It’s a job that can be part of a satisfying and productive life but it threatens to become the whole of a
miserable one.1 It is therefore entirely appropriate that a Working Group on work/life issues and salary anomalies
should be jointly appointed by the University of Waterloo and the Faculty Association.
The ability to maintain a satisfactory balance between one’s work and the rest of one’s life is a pressing one in many
professions, and has become an increasing topic of discussion in the academic world. 2 There is a growing body of
evidence that suggests that it is the perception that it is impossible to have a satisfactory balance between work and
the rest of one’s life that drives many talented young people, but especially young women, away from academia. 3
This not only pushes talent away from academic careers, it perpetuates a situation in which highly remunerative and
prestigious careers are more available to one group than another based on a factor, gender, that should be irrelevant.
As organizations committed to fairness and social progress, neither the University of Waterloo nor its Faculty
Association should want to have any part in allowing this to continue and should be committed to taking steps to do
their part in changing it. But the importance of addressing these issues is clear even apart from a general commitment
to justice. The importance of such balance to individual faculty members we think obvious, since it clearly has an
1

Miserable? Some may suspect overstatement in support of a turn of phrase here. But the effects of poor work/life balance on
quality of life are real. As a major Canadian study on the matter states, what the report calls “work/life conflict” “impairs an
employee's health (both physically and mentally), reduces participation in and enjoyment of family roles, negatively impacts
employees' abilities to enjoy and nurture their families, is associated with reduced fertility, and significantly increases health care
costs.” (Work-Life Conflict in Canada in the New Millennium: Executive Summary, available on the Health Canada web site,
http://www.hc-sc.gc.ca/ewh-semt/pubs/occup-travail/balancing_six-equilibre_six/sum-res-eng.php.)
2
See Anne-Marie Slaughter’s recent article, “Why Women Still Can’t Have It All” (The Atlantic Magazine, July/August 2012); see
also the report “The Problems Faced by Academics at Various Stages in Their Careers – The Need for Active Institutional
Involvement”, by COU Academic Colleagues Patrick Oosthuizen, Linda McKay and Bob Sharpe (2005).
3
See the report “Keeping Women in the Science Pipeline” by Mary Ann Mason, Marc Goulden and Karie Frasch, 2010. At
http://www.law.berkeley.edu/files/Keeping_Women_in_the_Science_Pipeline-sloan.pdf (Accessed October 29, 2012).
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influence on job satisfaction and quality of life, not just for the faculty member but also for their families. Addressing
balance is important to the University because of its importance to its ability to recruit desirable faculty, and to
meeting its goals by boosting the long-term research and teaching productivity of faculty. Serious attention to these
issues by an institution like a university sends the message that it cares about its employees as people, and not merely
as means to some larger goals, and gives substance to the idea that we are a community of scholars working together
in the pursuit of important goals. Such a view is the sort of motivation that can make a person productive in the long
term in a way that will more than repay the short-term financial costs that might be involved in providing the support
a faculty member needs at some stage in her or his career.
It is tempting when hearing about work/life balance issues to think of early-career faculty members with young
children. But such issues can and do arise at every stage of an academic career. After a brief description of the
process that culminated in this report, we address some of the challenges that arise at different stages in the facultyuniversity relationship, and recommend some actions for each. We then consider issues that makes work/life balance
a challenge for faculty members at every career stage, namely the sheer volume of work involved in being a successful
academic, the changing nature of academic work, and the tendency of the job to encroach ever further outside the
bounds of “the normal work week.” We then turn to issues of a more procedural nature relevant to the mandate of
this working group, including tenure and promotion, performance reviews, the salary structure, the recruiting and
selecting of academic leaders, and specific policy recommendations.
To keep our report to a manageable length, we have provided only a brief description of some of the thinking that has
led us to our recommendations. Our view is that there is little profit in presenting a wish list of recommendations
that might be possible at an institution without the resource constraints currently facing a publicly funded university
in Ontario. We feel that the recommendations below are plausible and indeed would be good investments that will
enhance the long-term productivity of faculty members by: increasing job satisfaction and decreasing stress-related
illnesses; resulting in better decisions about tenure and promotion; and making better appointments to academic
leadership positions.

The Faculty Relations Committee passed a motion in May of 2011 that the Provost and the President of the Faculty
Association (FAUW) should set up a Working Group to investigate both work/life balance issues for faculty and
issues surrounding salary anomalies, particular for female faculty. (See Appendix C). The then Provost and FAUW
President, Geoff McBoyle and George Freeman, met to agree on a list of faculty members to serve on the committee,
and the Provost approached them in October 2011. The Provost arranged for Institutional Analysis and Planning
(IAP) to provide research support to the committee, while the FAUW President arranged for office and
supplementary research support to be provided by FAUW staff.
The Working Group met for the first time in early November 2011 to determine the processes it would use. The
Group agreed that its report should be informed by: existing research literature, information about what is in place at
other universities (and in other relevantly similar organizations) and whether it is working; and feedback from the
University of Waterloo community. The Group therefore decided to begin by working on two fronts. First, a list of
issues identified by Working Group members as in need of attention was divided into broad categories. Each
category was assigned to a faculty member of the Working Group, who was assigned the task of researching the issues
in that category, with particular attention to whether other universities had approaches to the issues that were worth
emulating. The research was facilitated by support from IAP. Supplementary research support was provided by the
FAUW office, which has other sources of information about practices at other Canadian universities and how well
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2. Process
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they work. Secondly, all regular faculty members and academic librarians were asked to complete an electronic
survey. The primary purpose of the survey was to uncover other pressing issues Working Group members were not
aware of and to gather information about local priorities. The survey received about 160 responses. (The questions
are listed in Appendix C.)
After this preliminary research stage, the Working Group met a number of times and held electronic discussions. As
a next step, the Working Group decided to seek more in-depth feedback from people well-positioned to have
informed perspectives on particular issues. This phase of the research had three parts. First, from among the
respondents to the electronic survey who said they were interested in providing further input, faculty members were
selected for participation in three focus groups. The focus groups took place in early June 2012. Each was devoted to
a different set of issues relevant to the work of the committee: early career issues; compassionate care and late career
issues; and workload and policy issues. Second, department chairs were asked to participate in an electronic survey.
Twenty-two Chairs responded. Third, in-person interviews were carried out with all six Deans. (The starter
questions for the focus groups and the meetings with Deans, as well as the questionnaire for Chairs, are included in
Appendix C.)
After considering the information gathered through these avenues, the Working Group identified some likely
recommendations and some areas for which further research would be useful. The further research included working
with IAP to gather data about merit scores in order to produce better-informed recommendations about salary
anomalies. It also included one more electronic survey in the summer of 2012 in which all regular faculty and
academic librarians were asked for reactions to some claims we had heard during our earlier consultations. In spite of
the awkward timing of this survey (August), over 70 people responded. Finally, a number of drafts, several meetings
and many electronic discussions among committee members have resulted in this report.
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3. Recruiting-related issues
Both because the University of Waterloo prides itself on being a leader among academic institutions and in order to
be competitive for the best available research and teaching talent, it should ensure that its policies and practices are
competitive and progressive. The research literature shows that younger PhD students, especially women, assign a
higher priority to work/life balance than was the case with earlier generations of scholars, 4 so some Waterloo policies
inadvertently may be harming our ability to recruit candidates if they do not enable the kind of balance that candidates
are seeking. To take a concrete example, members of the Working Group have had to discuss the financial
implications of Waterloo’s requirement that employees be employed at UW for six months before they are eligible
for parental leave top ups with job candidates who were pregnant when there were interviewed or discovered they
were pregnant at the same time they received their job offers. For some of these candidates, who were at a career
stage where they were not yet earning large salaries, these dollar amounts involved would have constituted a real
hardship, so this policy provided the candidates with a strong incentive to stay where they were. On the other hand,
the dollar amounts involved were small by the standards of the University, being for instance a mere fraction of the
pay the same professor would be earning two decades later.
Young scholars often base decisions about what jobs to take on the employment prospects available to their spouses.
It is very common for young academics to have academics as partners. A recent study puts the percentage of tenure
track faculty who are married to another academic researcher at 36%--34% of men and 40% of women. The same
study finds that 20% of tenure track men and 5% of tenure track women have stay-at-home partners, while 21% of

4

This is a point emphasized by Anne-Marie Slaughter, “Why Women Still Can’t Have it All”, The Atlantic, July/August 2012.
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women and 10% of men are single, and 36% have partners who work in non-academic fields.5 For a significant
portion of candidates, then, a decision about whether to accept an academic position includes consideration of
whether it is possible to find work for both partners in the new location, and in about half of those cases the obvious
potential workplace is the same university.
The issue of spousal hiring is extremely divisive, judging by the responses in our consultations. There is a common
view that spousal hiring involves hiring on grounds other than merit. There is concern that an “accompanying spouse”
will not be treated as an equal by colleagues, and that such hiring makes it impossible to have sensible hiring plans
since it is not always predictable what field the spouse of a desirable candidate works in.6 On the other hand, some
recently hired faculty expressed unhappiness with the support provided to them by the University regarding finding
spousal employment. Some who managed to secure a spousal appointment under the University’s policy expressed
dismay specifically with the three year contract provided to their spouse, suggesting that the effect was that both
partners had to stay on the job market. This had a deleterious effect on both their ability to do their jobs and their
ability to settle into a stable life away from work. Others felt the University could have done more to help their
spouse find non-academic jobs locally or could have provided more help with immigration issues. Finally, the strict
provisions of the current spousal hiring policy make it very difficult for the University to recruit high profile couples
to Waterloo, raising the temptation to misuse or overuse the “exceptional candidate” provisions of the hiring policy.
The difficulty of acquiring daycare spots, especially for infants and toddlers, was a frequent source of complaint in the
Working Group’s consultations. While the plan to build a daycare on campus with more spaces is a very welcome
development, there are many other low-cost initiatives the University could take to improve the work/life balance
for many faculty members. The Bright Starts daycare cooperative that will operate the new daycare centre is a
natural partner for these initiatives.

Recommendation 3.2: While the new daycare building and partnership with Bright Starts Child Care to increase
the number of infant and toddler spaces at Waterloo is an important step, it should be seen only as a first step. The
University should work with Bright Starts or find other partners that will enable it to provide flexible child care
options: access to short-term, emergency care when a caregiver is sick and part-time spots, short term places when
university business requires being away from campus, etc. For these to be viable, they will need some subsidy from
the University. Parking services should provide preferred spots to parents of young children who are likely to have to
come and go frequently from campus.
Recommendation 3.3: Improve the support available to newly recruited faculty and their families, providing
better support on immigration issues and with helping non-academic spouses find suitable local employment.

5

See Londa Schiebinger, Andrea Davies Henderson and Shannon Gillmartin, “Dual-Career Academic Couples: What Universities
Need to Know”, Michelle R. Clayman Institute for Gender Research. Stanford University. 2008.
6

Though the same research shows that over 60% of academic couples work in the same general field of inquiry. See Shielinger et
al., p. 30.
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Recommendation 3.1: (a) The requirement that one be employed at Waterloo for six months prior to receiving
the family leave top up should be eliminated. Serious consideration should be given to whether the requirement for
remaining employed at Waterloo for six months after a leave serves any purpose. (b) Costs of replacement teaching
for faculty on parental leave should be centrally funded, since the requirement for departments to fund the teaching
disadvantages both the members of small departments and the departments themselves, because these units have less
flexibility to make special arrangements.
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Recommendation 3.4: Deans’ Council and the Faculty Relations Committee should carefully reconsider the merits
of the current spousal hiring policy as a mechanism for recruiting early career faculty. They should consider in
particular whether the restriction to three year limited-term contracts is in the University’s interests or whether a
more flexible policy that enhanced the ability to recruit and retain couples would have more benefits than costs
overall.
Recommendation 3.5: The University and Faculty Association should negotiate a more flexible spousal
appointment policy suitable for recruiting couples where both members are already established scholars. Safeguards
should be written into the policy and the practice for its implementation to ensure that such appointments are in the
interest of the University and of the academic units involved. For instance, requiring that such positions result in an
additional line for the "receiving department" (i.e., in effect, that the spousal appointment be centrally funded)
would ensure that the Provost approved such appointments with due caution, and ensure that such appointments are
not only a realistic possibility in large departments. Requiring that the DACA of the "receiving" department be able
to interview the candidate, and evaluate the candidate's qualifications to ensure consistency with the department’s
research direction and expectations for quality of colleagues should ameliorate concerns about being "force-fed" a
candidate

4. Early Career Success
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It is important to recruit high quality faculty members. But it is equally important to ensure that the University gives
them the best possible opportunity to succeed once the effort and money has been invested in recruiting them. Some
issues here are complex, but it is especially important that the University address the problems faced by faculty,
especially female faculty, on the tenure clock. To not do so is to risk losing the important contributions talented
faculty members might have made to the University either because they leave academia of their own accord or
because they did not get tenure because the tenure rules were insufficiently flexible to deal with the complications of
their lives over a few years early in their careers.
While hard data is not available, it is certainly the impression of many people who spoke to us that having a parental
leave while on the tenure clock can have a negative impact on a professor’s productivity (and so on prospects of
achieving tenure), especially for female faculty who still, on average, are more heavily impacted by parental duties
than males. Various mechanisms were suggested to us that might plausibly be part of the explanation of why this is
so. Particularly (but not exclusively) in disciplines where research is laboratory based, it can take considerable time
to get research projects running in a way that produces publications in significant numbers, so a year’s leave while on
the tenure clock can mean that publications that are on their way have not been published by the time tenure
decisions are made. It was an important step when the University changed its maternity leave policy to a parental
leave policy. However, the Working Group heard from some faculty members than they felt that some fathers used
parental leave as a way to have non-teaching research time, which was less likely to be possible for mothers. The
result, it was suggested, is that Chairs sometimes wondered why female faculty returning from parental leave had not
published anything during their “time off,” and that external referees for the tenure process might not take their
leaves sufficiently into account when evaluating research output. We heard from some faculty that the key to
research success, in the eyes of their departments, was participation in research teams; however, these teams often
met at times convenient for senior members (whose families were grown, for instance) but impossible for those with
the obligations that come with having a young family. Similarly, the effect of a leave on the research of faculty
members whose research involves setting up a lab and keeping it running can be dramatic, and the time-crunch
involved in setting up a lab while on a reduced load upon returning to work after a leave can be impossible to sustain.
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We have framed this discussion in terms of family leaves, but the modifications suggested here will also address
related concerns the Working Group has for those who, for instance, become ill while on the tenure clock.
Recommendation 4.1: (a) The University should make more effective use of the flexibility in its existing policies to
make suitable arrangements for faculty who take family leaves while on the tenure clock, and should centralize
funding for such options so that their availability does not depend on the size or wealth of the department; (b) The
University should modify key policies and create new programs that will improve the ability of those with young
families to achieve tenure while maintaining Waterloo’s existing research and teaching standards; (c) The University
should clarify some existing policies where ambiguous wording sometimes creates unnecessary barriers to sensible
arrangements for those on the tenure clock.
We have listed examples for all these sorts of recommendations in Appendix A.

5. Other career stages
It is common for discussions of Work/Life Balance to focus on the challenges faced by those with young children.
But the difficulty of maintaining a healthy balance between a demanding professional job and a satisfying life away
from work exists throughout people’s careers. There are other events that have occurred or can be expected to
occur for most faculty members which will make work/life balance as acute a challenge as it was when their children
were young.

While not every faculty member faces the challenge of balancing career pressures with raising children, most at some
point in their careers face the complications that come with the need to care for aging parents. Some of these issues
will be predictable but protracted: decisions about parents moving to assisted living facilities, the complications of a
parent giving up driving, and so on. Such events involve significant time commitments for faculty members. They are
also a source of stress, the reaction to which is hard to predict but which will sometimes result in acute episodes that
will affect performance and judgement. Other events, such as health crises, can arise without notice. These are
difficult to work through for faculty members, who often live far away from their parents. And, of course, crises
need not only involve aging parents, but can involve such matters as accidents or sudden illness for grown children or
spouses, or sudden marital breakdown. There are no limits on the complications and heartaches life can generate.
There is currently a six week eldercare leave available to faculty members through the Canadian government.
However, the paperwork for it is burdensome and the requirements for accessing it make it useful only in a very
restricted range of situations: it is available only in the case of a spouse or parent who is within six months of dying
(which itself also a hard matter to predict).
It is the opinion of the Working Group that the single most important factor for helping faculty members cope
successfully with this sort of issue is that the “managers” involved, i.e. the Chair and the Dean, be people of good will
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The Working Group heard from many faculty members about such things as the lack of fitness facilities available to
faculty on campus that are not shared with undergraduate students, the lack of adequate facilities for parking bicycles,
and so on. To stick with the fitness facilities example, the Working Group agrees that the opportunity to include
fitness activities into a busy work schedule is important for maintaining health and to work/life balance. Without
intending to suggest these are less important issues, which have surely become more acute with the recent decision to
close the Columbia Lake Health Club in the Research and Technology Park, we think that they are not best dealt with
by specific recommendations from us. Instead, we draw the attention of both the University and the Faculty
Association to the importance of these issues as matters for negotiation over working conditions: there should be
more to collective bargaining than discussions of salaries.
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and good sense. Similarly, within academic units, it is important that there be a spirit of willingness to pitch in within
departments to help colleagues in distress. We have made recommendations in Section 9 about attracting and
selecting Chairs with the appropriate qualities. We have also made recommendations about ensuring that the reward
structure on campus is not one that encourages a culture of selfishness in Sections 8 and 10. But there are some
concrete steps the university could take to enable Chairs of good will and good sense to make good arrangements.
Recommendation 5.1: The University should implement a “top up” policy, similar to its current maternity leave
policy, to provide one term of salary replacement for faculty members on compassionate leave. Accessing it should be
straightforward, since people need it in times of high stress.
Recommendation 5.2: The University should have centralized money to pay for short term, short notice teaching
replacements for faculty who must take compassionate leaves on an emergency basis, so that the flexibility of Chairs is
not dependent on the size and resources of the department. When the level of need in a particular term is
unpredictable, money should be invested in creative ad hoc arrangements, e.g. TAs whose assigned duties include
covering classes when necessary but are otherwise defined by the Chair, so this labour can be used to accomplish
something else in the department.
Faculty members with small children or those with other dependants who need care sometimes must pass up research
opportunities, such as trips to important conferences, because they cannot afford or cannot arrange care for those
dependants while they are away. For those with Tri-Council grants, it is possible to claim some expenses related to
child care when traveling, but coverage is not uniform. Moreover, the people who most need or might most benefit
from such support are often those who have not yet managed to acquire a Tri-Council grant, and in any case with
recent changes of approach to funding by the Tri-Council agencies, especially NSERC---awarding fewer, larger
grants---a greater number of faculty members are likely to find themselves without tri-council funding.
Recommendation 5.3: The Provost should establish a small working group to investigate what sorts of dependant
care claims in support of research activity are supported by various granting agencies and at other universities. This
working group should (a) recommend the terms of a pilot project that enables all Waterloo faculty members to have
access to dependent care at a level the group judges to be “best practice”; (b) recommend metrics by which the
success of the program will be judged when a decision is made about its continuation.
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Recommendation 5.4: The Faculty Relations Committee and the Pension and Benefits Committee should
regularly compare the provisions of Waterloo’s parental and compassionate care policies to those of competitor
universities and make changes to ours to ensure competitiveness.

6. Workload Issues
The ability to balance one’s work commitments with the rest of one’s life is largely determined by objective factors
such as the availability of child or elder care when you need it, and the expectations of one's job. It can be a source of
stress for faculty that job expectations are not clearly defined---for instance, the amount of research productivity that
amounts to satisfactory, excellent or outstanding performance is not (and, given the importance of quality and not
just quantity in such evaluations, perhaps cannot) be explicitly stated, and the number of hours that counts as
"enough" is nowhere specified. A recent study published by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development defines “long working hours” to be anything over 50 hours per week, and notes a strong negative
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correlation between long working hours and the satisfaction with elements of work-life balance.7 Most of the faculty
that the working group consulted with reported an average work week exceeding this number. In this respect,
Waterloo faculty members are typical of faculty members at research intensive universities, and of those in many
other professional occupations.8
In addition to these objective factors, perceptions of fairness are also important and cannot be ignored. For example,
if expectations for service fall disproportionately on some faculty, but time spent on service activities draws less
recognition and is less valued than time spent, for instance, on research, the effect is that those faculty face a difficult
choice: accept slower career progress than that achieved by colleagues who are working no more hours or spend
more hours than their colleagues in order to progress at the same rate. Either choice will be a source of anxiety for a
typically ambitious faculty member. It is important that the distribution of duties not only be fair and equitable, but
also that it be seen to be fair and equitable.
The job of a professor is a well-compensated professional position. It is no surprise to anyone that it is hard work,
and we heard no feedback at all that suggested anyone expected to work less than very hard indeed. On the other
hand, faculty members greatly value the considerable flexibility that the job provides to arrange their various work
tasks. In our consultations many people voiced concerns that the workload expectations were reaching excessive
levels and the ability to arrange one’s many working hours in a reasonable way are under threat. The expectation that
one should be available to students and to respond to emails from administrators in evenings and on weekends and a
perceived increase in the number of “events” (meetings, recruiting fairs, etc.) that take place outside the normal work
day were often mentioned.

The issue of rewarding some sorts of work more than others, even though all are officially part of every professor’s
job, was a consistent theme in faculty feedback. As noted above, this was especially pronounced with respect to
service work, and there was widespread perception of a gendered component to these issues. A number of
respondents mentioned that women are expected to be nurturing, cooperative, and team players by their chairs and
so are simply expected to carry a heavier service load which is not suitably compensated. This is consistent with
7

OECD, “How’s Life? Measuring Wellbeing,” 2011.
The sociologist Jerry Jacobs and his collaborators have written extensively about the workload of faculty members. A useful,
readable summary of some of his findings is his presidential address to the Eastern Sociological Society in 2003, published as “The
Faculty Time Divide” in Sociological Forum (March 2004) 3-27. Their findings are that full-time faculty members at all institutions
work an average 53 hours for female faculty and 55 hours for males per week, which is longer than the average professional or
manager in other fields (e.g., 46 hours per week for males). At research intensive universities the averages were 54 and 56 hours
per week. Over 70 per cent of full professors work more than 50 hours per week, and about 40 per cent work more than 60
hours per week. They found little variation in the average work week by rank. For professional occupations in general, a 2006
study by Sylvia Ann Hewlett and Carolyn Buck Luce found that 62% of “high-earning individuals” in the U.S. worked over 50
hours per week, and 35% worked more than 60. (“Extreme Jobs: The Dangerous Allure of the 70-Hour Workweek,” Harvard
Business Review, Dec. 6, 2006).

8
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There is widespread, deep concern about the implications of the implementation of the new scheduling software
system, in part because it threatens to lessen the ability of faculty members to arrange their schedules in ways that suit
their many obligations. Many faculty perceive that an increasing amount of administrative work is being downloaded
to them---extra (arguably unnecessary) committee meetings, and more onerous financial reporting requirements and
increasing amounts of routine paperwork, for instance. This work increasingly fills their days, and the inevitable
spread of formal and semi-formal work duties into evenings and onto weekends is problematic, since evenings and
weekends are already being spent on research and marking duties that no longer fit into “normal business hours.”
There is a growing sense that there are not enough hours in the day to complete all the tasks that are required of
faculty members if they wish to be perceived as excellent at what they do.
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research about differential expectations by managers in many fields based on gender.9 But even aside from these
differential expectations, it is unquestionable that many women faculty, especially but not only Professors,10 are
vulnerable to high service expectations simply due to the existence of many policies at the university that many
important committees have representation of both men and women. Female faculty members---especially
Professors---are in short supply at Waterloo. The shortage is especially acute in three of our large Faculties, which
puts a great demand on the few female Professors in them. But in the other large Faculty, Arts, which has many small
units, and in the smaller Faculties, even though the percentage of female faculty is somewhat higher the ratio of
committees to faculty members is higher, so it is also a significant problem there.11 There are two obvious
approaches to solving this problem. The University can either ensure compensation and recognition for this
important work, or it can reduce the requirements for gender representation. The Working Group does not
recommend the latter option, in part because some of the feedback we received made it clear to us that at the
University of Waterloo we are far from being in a position to assume that female representation on committees won’t
make an important difference. We note, as one instance from many we might have selected, a respondent to one
survey---from a Faculty where 85% of regular faculty are male---who referred, apparently without irony, to men as
“the invisible sex” at Waterloo.
Recommendation 6.1: Where policy now requires gender representation on committees, those provisions should
be maintained. For other committees, (e.g. Tenure and Promotion Committees) where representation of both
genders is merely called “desirable”, the policies should be modified by the Faculty Relations Committee to make it a
requirement. At the same time, the Provost and Deans’ Council should ensure that they and the Chairs take steps to
ensure that: these tasks are distributed widely among women faculty; these important roles are recognized and
rewarded in the Annual Performance Review process; women who take on such roles are compensated by having
other service jobs assigned to male faculty instead.
Recommendation 6.2: Ensure that, apart from occasional teaching of evening classes, the scheduled activities that
are part of the job for faculty members can be met during normal business hours. For instance, other than
exceptional and voluntary activities, service activities (including meetings) should take place during normal business
hours, and attention should be paid to finding ways to ensure proper consultation while minimizing the number of
meetings people must attend. Lunch hours should also be respected when scheduling meetings, as research indicates
that a proper break for lunch improves productivity.12 The new scheduling system should take into account the needs
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9

This is not the place for a comprehensive review of the literature, of course. But a useful review of one approach to the
question, via so-called “impression management” theory, is Rosanna E. Gudagno and Robert B Cialdini, “Gender Differences in
Impression Management in Organizations: A Qualitative Review,” Sex Roles, 2007. The authors’ view is that “women are
expected to be more communal and men are expected to be more agentic.” The article includes useful references to other
literature that documents, for instance, the “Backlash effect” according to which females who engage in self-presentation methods
that are successful for males in professional contexts can be punished for doing so because it violates gender norms, and that
women are more likely to be punished for violating gender norms than men.
10
While it is common at Waterloo to use the expression “Full Professor,” Waterloo’s official regular faculty ranks are Lecturer,
Assistant Professor, Associate Professor and Professor. (The qualifier “Clinical” can be applied to any of these ranks.) We will
usually use the official name for the rank in this report, and count on capitalization and context to distinguish references to (full)
Professors from references to faculty of professorial rank.
11
As is made clear in the University's Annual Performance Indicators. In Chapter 4 of the 2011 Indicators
http://analysis.uwaterloo.ca/pubs/pi/2011%20Performance%20Indicator%20Report.pdf, Waterloo's rate of about 25%
female faculty members is by far the lowest of the U15 research universities in Canada (McGill is second lowest, at over 30%).
The percentage of women faculty members in Engineering, Mathematics and Science at Waterloo are 14%, 19% and 23%,
respectively. Across campus, only 15% of Full Professors are female.
12
See, for instance, “Should Lunch Breaks be Mandatory,” BBC News Magazine, Sept. 6, 2012, at
http://www.bbc.co.ul/news/magazine-19495012, accessed October 13, 2012.
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of faculty members to be able to carry out all aspects of their jobs (e.g. by preserving days without in-class
commitments so it is possible to do some research during the day); set reasonable expectations for availability to
students (e.g., set a normal time for responding to an email), and do not provide additional rewards for (and so
incentivize) being more accessible than those reasonable standards.
Most Ontario universities have contractually determined normal teaching loads for all faculty members, often the
same across the university (as at Laurier, Carleton, UOIT, Lakehead) or at the unit level (Western, Queen's,
Ottawa). This certainly aids transparency. Of course, teaching load is not the entire story. There are many factors
that go into determining an equitable distribution of duties within a department. Moreover, what those factors are
varies considerably between Faculties and departments. To take one example, some junior faculty members in some
Faculties feel disadvantaged because they are consistently assigned large enrolment courses, which are more work to
teach and for which student evaluation scores are typically lower.13 But faculty members in some other Faculties
prefer the larger courses, because they come with TA support, or because they involve using different evaluation
metrics (exams instead of essays to mark, for instance) and so are actually less work. But unfair distribution of
assigned tasks, or even perceived unfairness, is something the University must address. [We note that the previous
Working Group on the APR process made recommendations designed to ensure that Chairs and merit committees
have relevant evidence about how class size (and other factors besides teaching quality) affects student evaluation
scores. We encourage the University and the Faculty Association to work to ensure that those recommendations are
implemented.]
Recommendation 6.3: In departments that do not already have them, establish normal teaching loads. Where
graduate supervision varies considerably among faculty members, ensure that this activity is taken into account when
determining workloads, in a manner acceptable to the regular faculty in the department. Ensure that assignments are
transparent, and that faculty members are entitled to an explanation of why their assignment is as it is.

For many faculty members, their time as probationary faculty members is the most stressful of their careers. The
period of probation for faculty members is longer than for professionals in most other fields. This, combined with the
fact that failure to be awarded tenure at the end of the probationary period often means an end to a person’s academic
career is in and of itself stress-inducing. For beginning faculty, these pressures are combined with the challenges
associated with learning to balance the demands of: 1) full-time teaching, 2) establishing a research profile (which
often also involves building infrastructure, such as a lab) quickly enough to have results published in time for tenure
review, and 3) participating in university service. For many faculty members, there are also the heavy demands of
starting or raising a family while on the tenure clock. Work/life balance is both very important and very difficult
when juggling the various aspects of one’s personal and professional life.

13

Whether these faculty members are right about this claim is not obvious. In a review of the literature about teaching
evaluations for the Higher Education Quality Council of Ontario, “Student Course Evaluations: Research, Models and Trends,”
Pamela Gravestock and Emily Gregor-Greenleaf note that while some studies show that smaller courses often receive higher
evaluations there is some dispute about whether the difference is significant and about whether it results from faculty doing a
better job of teaching in smaller classes. In spite of these caveats, they conclude that “because instructors may not have much
agency over class size, care should be taken to either contextualize class size in evaluation data reports or to make sure that
instructors whose results are being compared also have comparable average class sizes” (p.40). This conclusion certainly seems
like the least that should be done at Waterloo, where there is evidence that class size does correlate with scores, at least in some
Faculties. For instance, in the Faculty of Arts in Fall 2009, the average score on course questionnaires (out of 5) in classes of 4-10
students was 4.51, while in classes of over 100 students it was 4.05.
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7. Tenure
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During our consultations, there was considerable discussion of the idea of extending the tenure clock at Waterloo, a
suggestion supported by five of the six Deans (though, interestingly, only 3 of the 22 Chairs who responded to our
survey). As we describe below in our discussion of leave policies [see Section 10], in our consultations we heard that,
especially for female faculty, a parental leave while on the tenure clock was related to a reduced likelihood of
achieving tenure. This echoes the important research of people like Mary Ann Mason, including in her well-known
paper “Do Babies Matter,” which showed that having children, particularly early in a career, can severely damage the
academic job prospects of women, but it can be a boon for men, and that the worst time to have a baby for women
hoping to acquire a tenure track job and eventually receive tenure is within five years of earning a PhD. The gap is
especially pronounced in Science and Engineering, where there is a 24% gap between women PhDs who have “early
babies” and eventually receive tenure compared to male PhDs who do so. 14
The question of whether or not to extend the tenure clock is particularly complex. We heard two main arguments in
favour of extending the clock. First, in our consultations we heard some suggestions that doing so would improve
work/life balance for pre-tenure faculty, presumably by providing more time for the impact of the break induced by
taking leave (e.g., loss of research momentum) to be overcome. The second argument related to the fact that
Waterloo’s tenure clock is shorter than that at many research universities, especially in the United States, and that
this disadvantages Waterloo faculty since we often approach professors at those schools for referee letters as part of
the tenure process.
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The Working Group also heard from many other faculty members that increasing the normal time-to-tenure would
have (or would have had) a significant negative impact on their work/life balance. As mentioned, time on the tenure
clock is perceived by many as the most stressful time of one’s career. Many faculty members make decisions about
when to have children based on the timing of tenure and, given the age at which academic careers typically start, an
extra year of waiting can have fertility implications. Moreover, the suggested work/life benefits of extending the
tenure clock are more effectively addressed directly by adjusting policy and practice. We suggest some possible
adjustments in Appendix A
Likewise, some of the worry about American referees not understanding that the tenure clock is different at
Waterloo could be alleviated by adjusting the letters sent by the Deans to external referees in the tenure process.
How much of the problem is that we ask referees whether the candidate would receive tenure at their home
institution? How sensible a question is that when the referee might be at a school where, for instance, a classical
studies professor teaches two courses a year while such a professor teaches five courses a year at Waterloo, and when
the dossier the referee sees includes almost no information about the candidate’s teaching or service activity?
Recommendation 7.2 therefore addresses matters less directly related to work/life issues in order to make sure our
tenure processes are as fair and effective as they can be, as the committee repeatedly heard that concern regarding the
tenure process were the greatest contributor to work-related stress. For instance, rather than merely sending a copy
of the tenure policy to referees, key details such as the length of the tenure clock, or, in the case of clinical faculty or
others with unusual research profiles, the flexible definition of scholarship in Waterloo's policies, should be indicated
in the Dean's letter; the letter could also include Faculty or Department or candidate-specific information relevant to
evaluating a candidate's research output, such as standard teaching loads, number of new courses prepared, etc.
Recommendation 7.1: The tenure clock should not be extended across the board on the basis of purported
work/life balance benefits. Even if the tenure clock is extended for other reasons, changes to increase the flexibility
of the timing before tenure should be implemented.
14

Mason, M.A. and M. Goulden, “Do Babies Matter: The Effect of Family Formation on the Lifelong Careers of Academic Men
and Women,” Academie, 2002.
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Recommendation 7.2: The Faculty Relations Committee, with input from Deans' Council and the Faculty Tenure
and Promotions Committees, should update the template used by Deans for letters they send to external referees as
part of the Tenure and Promotion Process. Work/life balance related issues such as developing standard wording to
ensure that a year of leave does not simply result in referees expecting an extra year's worth of research output should
be one important part of a larger review of existing policies and practices.

8. Service, Merit and Promotion
As noted in the discussion of workload (Section 6), issues surrounding the differential expectations for service
between different faculty members and the lack of rewards for those actively participating in service were the most
common source of dissatisfaction expressed in our survey of faculty. An important subset of these complaints had to
do with the evaluation of service, both as part of the merit process and for tenure and promotion.

Many faculty members indicated that, although service accounts for 20% of their job description, it does not seem to
factor into tenure and promotion decisions, and that it doesn’t make much difference to pay either---since Teaching
and Scholarship evaulations count for 40% of a merit adjustment, a difference of 0.25 in Service scores makes only
half as much difference as a difference of 0.25 in Teaching or Scholarship. Still more problematic is the suggestion
that there is little difference in the merit scores awarded those doing very large amounts of service and those doing
the minimum satisfactory amount.
Some faculty told us of being informed by chairs that external service---to the profession, or to the community--"does not count" in the merit process. Where this happens, it is not only a clear violation of university policy, but is
contrary to the University's goals as such service raises the standing of Waterloo in society and in international
academic circles. External service must count. At the same time, all faculty, including high profile faculty with
international connections, should be required to help carry the load of internal service.
Some senior faculty reported noticing a worrisome trend in junior faculty: unwillingness to take on internal
department and university service responsibilities because they are aware that it will play little or no role in securing
tenure and promotion. The habit of “opting out” is unlikely to suddenly turn around once tenure is achieved if career
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There are several complicating factors for this discussion. First, it is important to note that in the feedback to the
Working Group there was a significant disparity between the impressions of regular faculty as compared to those of
Chairs and Deans. Most Chairs (14 of 22) felt that service was appropriately valued by the University, and the Deans
seemed to express the view that the University did pretty well when it came to allocating service tasks equitably. In
our survey and focus groups, regular faculty painted a very different picture, describing the systematic undervaluing
of service at a time when service demands seem to be steadily rising. Female faculty members often reported being
overloaded with service, including being offered significant service/administrative positions such as Associate Chair
early in their careers. In Section 11 we describe some evidence that some service does seem to be recognized,
namely that carried out by Chairs and Associate Deans, but that few female faculty members have held such roles
since 2004. Faculty of both genders feel that much service goes unnoticed and unrewarded, especially what is
sometimes seen as "low level" service such as advising students, answering questions, or sorting out problems that
arise suddenly in a department, which fall on those who work in their offices and keep their doors open. The
Working Group on the Annual Performance Review Process recommended that “good citizenship” be recognized in
the merit process in part to ensure that “invisible” service can count. It is not clear that this is sufficient to address the
problem.
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rewards continue to depend on research (and perhaps on teaching) but not on service. This trend away from
university service will have a serious impact on the University’s future ability to govern itself. As noted elsewhere in
the report (Section 9), the Working Group is particularly concerned with the position of Department Chair, which
may become increasingly difficult to fill. It should also be noted that the view among Chairs was not uniform, as eight
felt that service was undervalued, and some expressed the view that the current system rewards those who “dump”
service responsibilities onto other colleagues in order to have the sort of productive research careers that are
rewarded by the University while making no meaningful contribution to the functioning of the institution. As some
faculty members pointed out, a 2.0 in Service is only worth as much as a 1.0 in Scholarship or Teaching.
Further complicating matters is the variation between large and small departments and disciplinary differences. For
instance, some Chairs suggested that some problems could be mitigated if untenured faculty were explicitly barred
from holding Associate Chair positions and only (full) Professors were allowed to chair departments. The first is
sometimes impossible in even medium-sized departments if there has been a cluster of recent retirements and
replacements, while the latter, as noted [see Section 9] seems ill-advised if we want to ensure that Chairs with
appropriate personal qualities are put in place. This problem may be especially acute in disciplines where promotion
to Professor on average takes longer, e.g. in the “book based” disciplines in the humanities, with the result that the
supply of Professors is smaller. Moreover, while the main complaint heard about service was its overabundance and
its consistently falling on the same people, the Working Group heard from a few members of large departments that
it was difficult to find opportunities to do service within their units because the same few faculty members were
regularly assigned the key service duties.
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Finally, even among those who feel that service is significantly undervalued, there was concern that neither tenure
nor promotion to Professor should be awarded “for service,” i.e., clearing each of these bars should reflect high
achievement as a teacher and a scholar, not merely as an administrator. While we agree, it is the view of the Working
Group that the reward structure is out of balance, and in particular that it is very counter-productive for the
University to have a reward structure that punishes those who do the administrative work that allows others to thrive
by strangling the career progress of the service-oriented.
Recommendation 8.1: Faculty Relations should amend Policy 77 to recognize the fact that it is sometimes in the
interest of the University for Associate Professors to take on important service roles (e.g. as Chairs or Associate
Deans), and that in these cases faculty members willing to take on these important roles for the benefit of their
colleagues ought not to be punished for doing so. We suggest wording to the effect that when people who perform
strongly in these administrative roles have their scholarship and teaching evaluated for promotion to Professor,
“expectations for quality remain unchanged, though expectations for quantity should be adjusted accordingly.”
Recommendation 8.2: Deans’ Council should ensure that the recommendations of the Working Group on the
Merit Review Process for Faculty designed to better recognize different levels of service contribution are being put
into effect. This includes the recommendation that in annual performance reviews the range of scores is sufficiently
wide to recognize the different levels of service contribution made by different members within a department, and
the recommendation that when faculty members take on significant service jobs it is a routine matter that they are
offered a chance to adjust their merit weightings.
Recommendation 8.3: The Provost and Deans should work to ensure that “invisible” service work is rendered
visible and is appropriately recognized in the APR process (in particular by ensuring that there are real differences in
merit scores between those doing a lot of service, including service that does not come with official titles and
committee memberships and those doing much less). The Faculty Association should be making the case to its
membership that provisions ensuring that this happens ought to be written into each department’s merit documents.
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9. Selection of Chairs and Senior Administrators
Fortuitously, as the Working Group was carrying out its research, the Faculty Association’s Status of Women and
Equity Committee brought Linda Duxbury of Carleton University, a highly regarded expert on work/life balance
issues, to Waterloo.15 In her sessions, the point Duxbury emphasized above all others is that while it is very
important to have good formal policies, what determines whether individuals have satisfactory work/life balance,
more than anything else, is the quality of their managers. Since for most faculty members the relevant “manager” is
the department Chair, the quality of the work done by Chairs is crucial to any attempt to do improve work/life
balance for faculty (and, incidentally, for staff who work in departments as well).

There are also important work/life issues involved in the selections of more senior academic leaders at the level of
Dean, Vice President or higher. One issue highlighted by Ann Marie Slaughter---formerly Dean of Princeton’s
Woodrow Wilson School of International Affairs and from 2009-11 Director of Policy Planning in the US State
Department---in a much discussed article in The Atlantic is that female academics, and increasingly males who become
more involved in the lives of their families when they are young, are not likely to pursue the positions that put them
on the traditional track to senior academic jobs when their families are young. Members of the Working Group have
seen first-hand the effect delaying entry onto the administrative track, for instance for family reasons, has on the
prospect of someone being seen as a viable candidate for a senior administrative appointment. Committees seeking
Presidents, Provosts, Vice-Presidents or Deans often are on the lookout for “go getters” with an “upward trajectory”
and who show “leadership qualities”---early success as a researcher, appointment as a Chair at a young age, then as a
Dean, ideally moving from place to place to demonstrate suitable “ambition.” Older candidates are sometimes
dismissed as seeking a “swan song” or a “ride into retirement.” We find the argument of Ann Marie Slaughter that
this definition of a successful career arc is “well suited to the mid-20th Century, an era when people had their kids in
their 20s, stayed in one job, retired at 67 and were dead, on average, by age 71,” but which is now out of date. 16 One
might well expect women (and men deeply involved in child-rearing) who have their children between the ages of 25
and 45 to be ready for positions of maximum demand and authority when their children are leaving home, and so will
15

Duxbury is widely published on work-life matters. She is perhaps best known as the co-author, along with Christopher Higgins
of the University of Western Ontario, of a series of three large-scale national studies of work/life issues in Canada over the past
two decades. The 2012 National Study on Balancing Work and Caregiving in Canada has just been released. We quoted an earlier
study in footnote 1.
16
Slaughter, op cit.
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Unfortunately, judging by what we heard from faculty members, not all Waterloo Chairs perform well on this score.
We will address the question of providing training and information for Chairs in the next section. But it is important
to note that merely providing information to someone who lacks empathy or good people skills will not by itself
make much improvement. The Working Group heard some alarming accounts from faculty about the reactions they
received from their Chairs when, for instance, approaching him---a large majority of the Chairs are male---about an
impending parental leave (ranging from the first reaction being to exclaim “Oh shit” to telling the faculty member she
would be responsible for arranging her own replacement teaching). Being a good Chair requires many skills.
Empathy and people skills are among them. Unfortunately (more so in some parts of the University than others) the
criteria used when selecting Chairs--- for instance, having an outstanding research profile---are not reliable indicators
of the skills needed to do the job well. Moreover, the job itself is often perceived as an unrelenting source of
heartache that provides little in the way of compensation, so people with the skills to be good Chairs do not find the
job attractive. Finally, especially in small departments there can be a shortage of suitable candidates for the Chair
position, and these are also the units where the University is less likely to agree to fund a position to recruit a new
Chair from outside the University.
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be “peaking” in their late 50s and 60s instead of between 45 and 55. (Incidentally, insofar as the qualities of “a real
leader” are understood in stereotypically masculine terms, these qualities are probably counterproductive in an
academic context, where collegiality, teambuilding, and the ability to persuade rather than command are the
paramount skills of successful leaders.) This, coupled with the fact that it is plausible that people likely to have the
empathy and people skills required to become good academic leaders are unlikely to be those who single-mindedly
pursue career aspirations rather than devoting time and attention to their families, mean that it is in the interests of
the University to take steps to remove roadblocks to successful careers in academic leadership for those who do not
climb onto the administrative track at the start of their careers. These roadblocks are surely gendered in their effects,
i.e., more likely on average to rule out women than men from leadership roles, but they also affect male faculty
members who make such choices early in their careers.
Recommendation 9.1: Take steps to make the Chair job more attractive to suitable candidates. Consider
implementing the recommendation of the Working Group on the Merit Review Process for Faculty of making a
portion of the stipend permanent (e.g., 12.5% of the stipend could become permanent for each year in the chair, so
someone filling the full eight years receives 100% of the stipend as a permanent adjustment to salary). But also
consider ways to make the job itself more enjoyable and rewarding, such as involving a larger role in leading the
University and administrative restructuring to lessen the amount of paperwork and drudgery.
Recommendation 9.2: The policies governing the selection of Chairs, Deans, and Vice Presidents should be
reviewed by the Faculty Relations Committee to ensure that the criteria by which good candidates are to be judged
give due emphasis to the human qualities and attitudes of the candidate. A list of guidelines and advice for members
of nominating committees for roles at the level of Dean or higher, with information about different career arcs
successful academic leaders can have and the variety of successful leadership styles one sees in academia, should be
prepared and adopted by Faculty Relations and Deans’ Council.
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For senior academic positions, relevant experience is expected by nominating committees. Many faculty members
with the required skills do not have the experience of being Chair, and so are not seen as plausible candidates for
senior academic roles at the level of Dean or higher. There are other jobs on campus besides being a Chair that could
provide relevant experience, for instance the various Associate Vice President roles in Needles Hall. However,
several of the positions in Needles Hall do not have fixed terms. Changing this would enable a wider range of
talented faculty members a chance to acquire administrative experience, and would also ensure a regular supply of
fresh ideas in the central administration.
Recommendation 9.3: The Faculty Relations Committee and Deans’ Council should review the job descriptions
held by faculty members (or retired faculty members) at the level of Associate Vice-President or Associate Provost
and higher and, except in cases where there is a strong reason for not doing so, rewrite them so that they are termlimited positions from which the incumbent would normally be expected to return to the regular faculty ranks.

10.

Providing Information

Even the best intentioned Chair will not make much difference without good information about options in policy and
practice. Providing good information is challenging because situations that require the Chair to be involved in
accommodating the needs of a faculty member happen infrequently. The University has an ongoing training program
for Chairs, and the Faculty Association conducts sessions to inform faculty members on policy questions. We heard
concerns from various quarters about this training, both with respect to its quality and with the fact that some Chairs
do not take part. Nevertheless, these initiatives are important, and should be enhanced. But while useful, the
work/life balance relevant topics covered in such training will not be immediately salient for most people attending
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them, and so details may not stick in their memories. Such training remains important nevertheless if certain
alarming and embarrassing problems reported to the Working Group are to be avoided: faculty members being
required to find people to cover their teaching when they go on parental or compassionate leave, the need to
accommodate the needs of those going on leave not being recognized by colleagues, and so on.
In our focus groups, one thing that became very clear to us is that the information about compassionate care is very
hard to access on the University website. People reported having had to chase down information by calling various
government agencies to find out the sorts of leave they were legally entitled to, and that it was very difficult to find
out from the university how that related to the provisions and practices on campus. Similar problems were certainly
prevalent with respect to the family leave provisions until a few years ago, but the Human Resources web site for
parental leave has since been dramatically upgraded.
Recommendation 10.1: The University should invest in improving the quality of training Chairs receive,
implementing best practices employed at other universities.
Recommendation 10.2: (a) The University should establish a position in the Human Resources department with
special expertise with respect to policy and practices to do with the family leave, compassionate leave, temporary
workload and other work/life relevant policies. This expertise should extend beyond the details of the policy to
include knowledge of creative uses made of policy options across campus. The person in this position will be
available to advise Chairs when they are approached by faculty members in need of assistance. (b) The Faculty
Association should establish as a key role of one of the staff members in the FAUW office the role of advising faculty
members on these matters. (c) The University and Faculty Association should work together to ensure that the key
contact people for Chairs and individual faculty members are providing consistent information.
Recommendation 10.3: The University has recently improved the information available about family leaves on the
HR website. The information about compassionate care leaves should be similarly upgraded so that faculty (and
staff) members can find a clear presentation of both the legal and policy provisions for such leaves.

Salary Anomalies and Related Issues

The recommendation about implementing a common method for identifying potential anomalies is worth special
comment. In our interviews with Deans, we encountered some resistance to the suggestion. Some Deans noted that
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11.

In 2008-09, the University established two working groups as a result of negotiations with the Faculty Association,
one investigating salary equity for women faculty, the other the annual performance review process for faculty. Both
of these working groups made recommendations intended to address some of the factors they identified as sources of
recurring salary anomalies for women faculty at Waterloo. These recommendations included: eliminating the
practice of awarding a score of 1.0 as a default on first year merit reviews; eliminating the practice of awarding low
merit scores in the first years of employment, then gradually increasing them as the tenure decision drew nearer;
closer attention to consistency in starting salaries; using the average of the previous three years of merit scores to
determine the merit score for people on leave; ensuring that merit scores for teaching and service vary as much as
scores for scholarship, and making use of a greater range of scores in all three areas of evaluation; recommending to
those taking on heavy service tasks that they adjust their weightings for Teaching, Scholarship and Service away from
the standard 40%/40%/20%, as is provided for in section 13.5.5(b) of the Memorandum of Agreement; and
implementing a method in all the Faculties for identifying salary anomalies, to be applied on a regular basis to all
regular faculty members, so developing problems can be addressed in a timely way. The Faculty Relations Committee
has endorsed most of these, either by explicit changes in policy or by mandating a change in practice.
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there are many factors to be weighed when deciding whether a particular salary is anomalous, and felt that the fact
that they regularly look over all the salaries with an eye to identifying anomalies, or that Chairs are asked each year to
identify anomalies in their units, are sufficient safeguards. While we do not think a purely mechanical method for
addressing anomalies, one that entirely removes human judgment from the decision, is advisable, we think a more
systematic approach is necessary. The social psychological literature on implicit bias makes clear that there is no need
to postulate either ill-will or carelessness on the part of decision-makers for bias to creep into a decision-making
process. Standards of judgment of even the most enlightened judges vary with the gender, race, age, or other
performance-irrelevant characteristics of those being evaluated. 17 In recommending explicit processes for judging
what is anomalous, we do not question the good will of current Deans; instead, we do so as a way of recognizing that
Waterloo has long had Deans of good will, but has needed to have Working Groups to investigate salary anomalies
for women faculty every decade or so, and the Working Groups have always found a significant number of such
anomalies to address.
With the assistance of Institutional Analysis and Planning, the Working Group looked at some summary data
pertaining to the annual merit review process and related issues, particularly those related to possible systemic
matters that contribute to gender-based salary anomalies or to matters related to the other issues that arose in our
research for this report. While both the median and mean merit scores were slightly lower for women than for men
both overall and in each of Teaching, Scholarship and Service (e.g. a median overall score of 1.60 vs 1.65 overall) the
difference is not statistically significant.18 However, in each of Service, Teaching and Scholarship males were more
likely to receive scores of 2.0 than females. For each category, the same percentage of men and women received a
score of either 1.75 or 2.0, in all cases because a larger percentage of males received a score of 2.0 while a
correspondingly larger percentage of females received 1.75. The difference for Teaching and Service are not large:
for Teaching, 19% of men received scores of 2.0 compared to 13% of women, while 36% of females and 31% of
males received scores of 1.75. The difference for Service is 28% of male and 23% of female faculty receiving scores
of 2.0 while 25% of females and 21%of males received scores of 1.75. The largest difference is in scholarship, where
25% of males and 14% of females received scores of 2.0, while 29% of females and 22% of males received scores of
1.75.19
Some information in the IAP data suggests that some of the recommendations of the earlier Working Groups are not
currently being implemented. Most obviously, the recommendation to use a greater range of scores is not being
implemented. For teaching, 83% of faculty members receive a score of 1.5 or higher; for service, 77%; for
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The evidence on the existence of implicit biases, i.e. that even those who sincerely and explicitly pronounce themselves holders
of egalitarian views make judgments that accord with stereotypical views based on gender, race, sexual orientation, and so on, is
by now overwhelming. Judging, though, by the number of people who still hear suggestions for measures to control against such
biases as a personal affront, the phenomenon is not as well-known as it should be. A substantial body of research is concerned
specifically with the academic context---there are several well-known studies that show that the very same CV is more highly
rated if it has a male name on it than if it has a female name, for instance. There are many useful bibliographies on line. One
such is at http://www.biasproject.org/recommended-reading.
18
The difference in merit score by gender appears larger for Scholarship than for the other areas: for males and females
respectively, the means for Scholarship are 1.494 and 1.428, while for Teaching they are 1.608 and 1.599, for instance. But this
difference is largely attributable to the greater proportion of female faculty who get a 0 score for Scholarship while holding
appointments with a 0 weighting for Scholarship: about 9% of female faculty hold such positions, compared to about 6% of
males. Similarly, the difference in mean scores for Scholarship compared to teaching are largely related to the greater proportion
of faculty members with 0 weightings in Scholarship compared to teaching. There are other differences, such as differences
between ranks with Professors on average getting higher scores than other ranks and there being proportionally fewer females at
the Professor level that are also relevant to any residual difference.
19
This data was not broken down by Faculty. It is worth noting that the mean overall score in Mathematics (1.52) is lower than
in any of the other Faculties, where the means tend to be around 1.64.
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Scholarship, 71%.20 It is notable that this pattern occurs in Service, where at least many of the people who
responded to us felt women carry a disproportionate share of the load. (See Section 8.) The large difference in the
percentage of 2.0 scores for males and females for Scholarship may be related to the difference in the number of
OPAs awarded to men and women---if for no other reason than because one must have a merit score in the top 20%
in one’s department to be a candidate for an OPA. Some of the higher percentage of males receiving scores of 2.0 is
due to the much greater likelihood of Chairs and Associate Deans receiving scores of 2.0. While among those not
holding such positions only 4.8% received an overall score of 2.0, fully 32% of Chairs and Associate Deans did---that
is, 32% of Chairs and Associate Deans received a score of 2.0 in each of Service, Teaching and Scholarship. Holding
one of these significant Service roles raised the likelihood of receiving a 2.0 in Service to 90% (compared to 22% of
others). Perhaps more surprising, holding one of these roles doubles the chances of receiving 2.0 in Scholarship (from
21% to 42%) and almost triples the chances in Teaching (from 16% to 42%). At least since 2004, in all Faculties
except Engineering the percentage of female faculty occupying the role of Chair or Associate Dean is markedly
smaller than the percentage of female faculty members---though Engineering also has the lowest proportion of female
faculty members. (See Appendix C.)
Other data provided in the IAP analysis shows that 77% of all faculty members have a Service weighting of 20%.
Those who have higher Service weightings tend to have higher overall scores as well. This snapshot does not by itself
show whether the recommendation that those about to take on a heavy service task be reminded of the option of
changing their weightings is being followed. It does suggest, though, that those who do take advantage of the
provision benefit from doing so.

The Outstanding Performance Awards that were introduced to the faculty compensation process in 2004 are the
subject of considerable controversy on campus. Some faculty who provided feedback to the Working Group feel that
they reinforce counter-productive and selfish behavior by faculty members by, for instance, putting them in
competition with their colleagues. Several respondents suggested that OPAs have not been distributed appropriately
between men and women, so the Working Group did some investigation. We found that in almost every Faculty,
female faculty won OPAs in lower numbers than their percentage in the Faculty. 22 Some Deans described a practice
20

While these numbers may suggest that it is still easier to get a low score in Scholarship, once again the existence of a significant
number of faculty appointments with a 0 weighting for Scholarship is relevant, since it is a large part of the reason that 9% of
female faculty and 7% of males received a score of 0 for Scholarship. Deeper investigation would be needed to disentangle
whether the recommendation to use similar ranges of scores in all three areas is being followed.
21
Others include Chairs being reluctant to give high scores pre-tenure because “it is equivalent to granting tenure” since merit
scores are part of the T&P file. In some Faculties which adhere to targets for average merit scores---something the data suggests
only Mathematics is doing---part of the explanation might be that experienced faculty members who have roughly the same
performance year after year would expect to get (and might get) the same merit rating leaving little room for higher ratings for
younger people. However, these are just the sorts of considerations the recommendations of the earlier Working Group were
suggesting needed to be prevented from influencing the process any longer.
22
For each Faculty, the percentage of female OPA winners for the years between 2004 and 2011 (i.e., those awarded between
2005 and 2012) vs. the percentage of women faculty members in 2011 as stated in the University’s Performance Indicators are
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The IAP analysis makes clear that scores for Assistant Professors are lower than those for Professors, Associate
Professors, Lecturers and Clinical Lecturers in both Teaching and Service, and are lower than those for Professors
and Associate Professors for Scholarship. The 2008-09 Working Group recommended eliminating the practice of
giving low scores to pre-tenure faculty in their first years in order to ensure an “upward trajectory” in the merit
scores at tenure time. This data suggests that the recommendation is not being implemented. One factor that may
explain part of the difference is Chairs giving high scores to Professors with salaries above the thresholds that are part
of the salary structure so that the Professors will receive some merit increase, at least. 21
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of using OPAs to address salary anomalies, since the anomaly pot available as part of the salary process described in
the Memorandum of Agreement is too small to do so. 23 According to the Memorandum of Agreement (13.3.3e),
“The primary criteria [for determining the recipients of OPAs] will be outstanding performance in teaching and in
scholarship.” That these criteria do not include performance in service is, some respondents argued, problematic in
various ways. First, another respect in which the OPAs might encourage selfish behavior is by encouraging avoidance
of service work in favour of research and teaching, effectively ‘dumping’ the service tasks onto others. Secondly, as
noted elsewhere in this report, service loads tend to fall disproportionately of female faculty, which then places them
at a disadvantage when it comes to winning OPAs. It was suggested that Deans ignored these criteria and instead used
the OPAs to reward Chairs and Associate Deans for taking on those challenging roles. Since the final point might
appear to be in tension with the preceding one, because awarding OPAs disproportionately to Chairs and Associate
Deans might seem to be a way of rewarding service, the Working Group did some investigation of this matter. What
we discovered was that in every Faculty Chairs and Associate Deans were two to three times as likely to receive
OPAs as those not currently in those roles; but this does not reward female faculty for Service work, since the roles
of Chair and Associate Dean have rarely been held by women at Waterloo.24 Finally, as noted a few times above,
female faculty make up a disproportionately small fraction of the Professors at Waterloo, so if the OPAs are awarded
more often to Professors this might explain the greater frequency of males winning them. If this is so, though, it is
not clearly consistent with the Memorandum of Agreements stipulation that Deans should “dispers[e] the awards
across Faculty units, ranks, and to both women and men.”
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There is evidence that faculty with different family obligations have differing career-long patterns of productivity.25
Many faculty members who are extremely productive early in their careers level off in later years, while many who
begin relatively slower because, for instance, they are carrying heavier family obligations often have their peak years
of productivity once their children are older. The end result is comparably productive careers. The Working Group
decided to investigate whether different career arcs were likely to result in significantly different lifetime earnings or
final salaries for people with comparably productive careers. For instance, if we imagine two 30 year careers, one of
which receives a merit score of 2.0 for 15 years followed by 15 years of 1.0 compared to a career that begins with 15
years of 1.0 followed by 15 years of 2.0---we assume an average merit score of 1.5 in the Faculty each year, a starting
salary of $80,000 in 2012, a 2% scale increase each year, and no Outstanding Performance Awards---the fast starter
has much higher lifetime earnings ($450,000 more over the career), but the slow starter will finish with a higher final
salary (by $20,000) because of the effects of the thresholds. This higher final salary would result in a higher pension
as follows: AHS 25% female OPA winners vs 36% female faculty members: Arts 33% vs 39%; Engineering 16% vs 16%;
Environment 24% vs 34%; Mathematics 16% vs 19%; and Science 23% vs 29%. These overall numbers are skewed somewhat
by the striking figures for 2008, when only 7 of 70 OPAs were awarded to women (and three out of 55 outside of Arts).
23
See section 13.3.3(d). Each year a fund equal to five percent of the “selective increment” (i.e. merit) pool in each Faculty is
made available to the Dean to address salary anomalies. The data is presented in table form in Appendix C.
24
We calculated the percentage of “person years” spent in Chair and Associate Dean roles for women in each Faculty between
2004-05 and 2011-12. For Chairs: AHS 21%, Arts 20%, Engineering 27%, Environment 4%, Mathematics 0%, and Science 4%;
for Associate Deans, AHS 21%, Arts 25%, Engineering 15%, Environment 16%, Mathematics 14% and Science 3%. (We did
not have complete data for 2012-13, but there were some signs of change for this year---right now, two of three Associate Deans
in Environment and 7 of 16 Chairs in Arts are women.) The data are presented in table form in Appendix C.
25
Much of this research arises as parts of explanations offered for the so-called “productivity gap” between male and female
faculty. Early studies showed that male professors published at greater rates than females; a body of literature developed in
response that tried to determine what part of this gap could be accounted for by various factors such as difference in appointment
type, level of commitment to teaching, access to research networks, and so on. Some recent work suggests that, at least for top
journals, the level of productivity is the same, once participation rate in the academic work force is factored in. Among the
results in such studies is that female academics “peak” later, in terms of publication, than males. A useful survey is included in
Greg Tower et al., “A Multidisciplinary Study of Gender-Based Research Productivity in the World’s Best Journals,” Journal of
Diversity Management, 2007.
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(by about $12,000/yr).26 It is worth noting in this connection that if it is true that Chairs sometimes give artificially
high scores to faculty members who are past the thresholds to ensure that they receive some merit increase, early
strong performance followed by lesser performance will likely receive higher scores than the opposite pattern. We
have not tried to take such factors into account in our models.
Recommendation 11.1: Faculty Relations, with the assistance of IAP, should investigate whether
recommendations implemented or mandated in response to the previous Working Groups are being followed in
practice. Where they are not, they should investigate the reasons for the failure and take steps to assure
implementation. Faculty Relations should also consider other recommendations not yet implemented, such as
moving to merit reviews every second year for tenured professors and continuing lecturers.
Recommendation 11.2: Implement the recommendation of the Working Group on Women’s Salary Equity that a
common methodology be developed for identifying potential salary anomalies, and apply the process to the salary of
every regular faculty member on a regular basis. The decision on whether a genuine anomaly exists should not be
merely mechanical, and may be left in the first instance at the discretion of the relevant Dean. However, those
identified as having a potential anomaly should be notified that this was the case, and should either receive a salary
adjustment or a clear explanation of why their salary is not actually anomalous. There should be some mechanism for
appealing such decisions.

Recommendation 11.4: Well in advance of the next salary negotiations, the University and the Faculty
Association, at Faculty Relations, should discuss the current overall salary structure, including the interaction of
thresholds and career-long patterns of productivity and the potential effects of the cap on pensionable earnings
especially for younger faculty. In particular, the appropriateness of differences in lifetime earnings for people with
similar lifetime productivity should be considered, and if it is judged problematic potential smoothing mechanisms to
address the difference should be considered.

Appendix A: Policy Housekeeping
We include in this section recommendations of two sorts. Some we regard as policy housekeeping. These include
things such as known examples of policy language that is unclear and so subject to application that is inconsistent or
contrary to the intentions of the policy, or simple policy changes that seem to us uncontroversial beneficial. Other
26

At least it would if the pension cap moved sufficiently over the next 30 years. As it stands now, both these faculty members,
with relatively low starting salaries and achieving, over their careers, average performance review scores, will have more than
1/3 of their salaries, which finish at $275,000 and $295,000, above the pension cap and so receive no pension for that income.
If the lesson for the compensation structure specified in the Memorandum of Agreement is not obvious, this should make obvious
why attention to the pension cap issue is a pressing matter.
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Recommendation 11.3: Faculty Relations should conduct a thorough review of the OPA program. This should
begin with an evaluation of the purpose of the program, including a weighing of the currently official purpose of the
program against the goals pursued by the Deans in practice (such as addressing salary anomalies), and an investigation
of whether the OPA program or anything like it is the best way to spend salary dollars to achieve those goals. If
something like the OPA program remains after this review, the criteria and process for winning the awards should be
more transparent, and the criteria should be modified so that outstanding service contributions are grounds for
receiving an OPA, and it should be recognized that not all outstanding service involves holding a position such as
Chair of Associate Dean.
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recommendations are more substantial. These include, for instance, recommendation of practices that seem to us to
be consistent with existing policy, are not currently common practice, but that would be beneficial both to the
individuals to whom they apply and to the University.
Allow policy to be followed:
A theme raised by several respondents to our calls for feedback is that there are several provisions in Waterloo’s
policies that are well suited to allowing people to attain better work/life balance, but that faculty members,
especially early in their careers, are discouraged by Chairs or Deans from making use of them. For instance, Policy 3
(the sabbatical policy) includes the provision that “Faculty members holding probationary appointments may apply for
a special early sabbatical at full salary rather than at 85% of salary; this sabbatical would normally be completed
during the fourth year of probationary appointment.” During our consultations we heard from people who had been
told by their Chairs that “this provision is intended for people who are struggling,” or had been otherwise discouraged
from taking advantage of this provision. We also heard from faculty who would have liked to avail themselves of the
provision in Policy 59 for a temporary reduced load, either when their children were small or when a family member
became ill (but death was not imminent and so the compassionate leave policy did not apply), and were met with
disapproval from the academic administrators they had to approach to discuss the prospect. In some parts of the
University, fixing this may involve a change in the prevailing culture, and so will involve clear and consistent
messaging from the most senior academic leadership.
Recommendation A.1: Ensure that the legitimacy of taking advantage of the early sabbatical provision is
recognized across campus. [ This should be part of Chair training (see Section 10) and, insofar as advice not to take
advantage of these provisions in motivated by concerns about whether external referees will take leaves and reduced
loads properly into account in tenure decisions, it is a motive for the revisions to the templates for Deans’ letters (see
Recommendation 7.2a).]
We turn next to provisions of particular policies, and their relationships to one another.
Fractional Loads:
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Note 3 of Policy 3 (Sabbatical and other leaves for faculty members) describes how faculty on a reduced work load
accumulate sabbatical credit. It says:
Sabbatical credits for those on reduced or fractional-load appointments are earned in the normal six-year
period, but prorated in the same way as the work load. For example, a faculty member on two-thirds load
would earn either a six-month sabbatical leave at normal salary (i.e., two-thirds of nominal salary) or a
twelve-month sabbatical leave at 85% of normal salary, after six years of service.
The choice of example here is problematic, because it assumes that the reduced load was consistent throughout the
six years of reduced or fractional load. In practice, some faculty members have been told that this means that their
sabbatical pay is determined by their load at the time of starting the sabbatical, so if they have reduced from a full load
to a 50% load in year five, their sabbatical pay is 85% of 50% of their nominal salary. This makes little sense as an
interpretation of “prorated in the same way as the work load,” and we suspect that a faculty member who increased
workload from 50% to 100% in year 5 would not receive 85% of 100% of her or his salary while on sabbatical. Simply
adding a second example to the policy could forestall such confusions.
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Recommendation A.2: Add to the end of note 3 in Policy 3 “; a faculty member on 75% load for two years, 100%
load for two years, and 50% load for two years, would be eligible for a six months leave at 75% of nominal salary [(2
x 75% + 2 x 100% + 2x 50%)/6], or a twelve-months sabbatical at 63.75% (i.e., 85% of 75%) of nominal salary.”
Temporary reduced loads:
There are also various problems with respect to temporary reductions of workload. First, Policy 76, Section 4 says
“Faculty members who desire a temporary reduction in workload should apply for a partial leave of absence; see
Policy 3.” There is no description of a partial leave of absence in Policy 3. Presumably at some point Policy 3 was
revised and this provision was moved to Policy 59, which has a section called Other Temporary Reduced Workload
Arrangements, with no corresponding adjustment to the wording of Policy 76.
The relevant section of Policy 59 states:
Staff or faculty members who wish to devote increased time to family or other outside interests during a
portion of their careers may apply to reduce their daily, weekly, monthly or annual period of work to as low
as 50% of that for a full-time position. Normally, such arrangements will be considered for approval for a
period of at most two years but may be extended by mutual agreement to a maximum of four years in total.
Continuation beyond four years will normally be on a fractional-load [see Policy 76 (Faculty Appointments)]
or regular part-time appointment [see Policy 54 (Definition of Staff)].
The Working Group has two concerns with this policy.
First, the wording “a maximum four years in total” is ambiguous because it might mean (a) that a single reduced load
arrangement normally lasts at most four years before it is switched to a permanent fractional load arrangement, but it
also might mean (b) that in any faculty member’s career a maximum of four years on reduced load is available. The
former is arguably reasonable. If the latter reading is intended, it seems both unnecessary and harsh, since it means
that someone who takes such leave early in a career and who later has, for instance, a spouse who becomes debilitated
and therefore needs extra care for a period of time may be forced into a fractional load.

A fractional-load appointment is a regular faculty appointment that carries the same distribution of duties
in teaching, scholarship and service as does a regular full-time appointment, but the total commitment of
time to the University is not as great. Fractional-load appointments can be made at any fraction of total load
(normally at least 50%) that corresponds to a practical assignment of University duties. A faculty member
who holds a probationary-term appointment on a fractional-load basis is entitled to formal consideration for
reappointment or tenure at the same fractional load.
But a temporary reduced load is not a fractional load appointment. The Working Group feels that the wording about
distribution of duties for fractional load appointments would serve well for temporary reduced loads as well. On the
other hand, it makes little sense for someone first appointed to a full-time position and who intends to return to full
time work to go through a tenure process in which people are asked to evaluate a file for a fraction of an
appointment. Instead, it makes better sense to extend the time to tenure decision.
Recommendation A.3: Faculty Relations should: (a) make the various policies referring to temporary reduced
loads consistent; (b) eliminate the suggestion that there is a career maximum of four years of temporary reduced load
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Secondly, nothing in Policy 59, nor in Policy 3 or 76, explains how a temporary reduced load affects the tenure
clock, nor do they explicitly state the proportions of teaching, research and service that comes with a reduced load.
The closest Policy 76 comes is when it says:
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available to any individual professor; (c) make explicit that a temporary reduced workload arrangement carries the
same distribution of duties in teaching, scholarship and service as does a regular full-time appointment; and (d) write
into policy an automatic extension of the tenure clock so that faculty who take temporary reduced loads while holding
probationary appointments have their time to tenure consideration extended proportionally to their reduced-time.
Pregnancy and Parental Leaves (Including Adoption):
Policy 14, Section 3 says, in part:
A faculty member returning from pregnancy, adoption or parental leave should be required to teach in no
more than two of the ensuing three terms (see, also, Policy 77). Teaching duties will be reduced in
proportion to the length of each pregnancy, adoption or parental leave. For instance, a six-month leave
would imply a reduction in teaching duties equivalent to 50% of the faculty member's annual teaching load.
The actual sequence of teaching and research terms will depend on individual circumstances, and will be
determined in consultation with the Chair and Dean. During these discussions, the overall impact of the
leave and reduced teaching load on total research time and sabbatical duty cycles should be addressed.
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We think at least two aspects of this paragraph need to be addressed. First, the intention of the sentence about the
reduction of annual teaching load should be clarified---we have heard of people arguing that what is intended is, for
instance, that someone with a normal teaching load of four courses per year should have reduction of two courses in
the 12 months after their return to work. Certainly, that is not what most people who take parental leave receive.
Secondly, the provision that requires tailoring the sequence of teaching and research terms to individual
circumstances in consultation with the Dean and Chair is one that provides useful flexibility. However, in practice,
the amount of flexibility available to individual faculty members depends on the size of and resources available to the
academic unit in which they work. Our recommendations on this matter will require setting aside some money
centrally to remedy this uneven playing field.
Recommendation A.4: Write clearer wording about the impact of parental leaves on expected teaching loads
upon return to work. Set up a central fund to cover the cost of short-term teaching in departments where faculty
members take pregnancy, parental (or indeed compassionate) leaves. Set up provisions for “course banking”, so that
people can, for instance, teach extra courses in anticipation of a leave or in the first term or two after a return from
leave, or can “owe” courses for up to two years. Ensure that the language in this section of policy clearly indicates
that teaching assignments upon return from leave are to be designed to maximize the teaching and research
productivity of the faculty member in the several years after the return to work. In particular, it should recognize that
in some disciplines it will be most beneficial to have no teaching upon return, while in others it will be best to return
to work with a heavier teaching load in exchange for more non-teaching terms later on.
Recommendation A.5: Use the experience of the centrally funded “course banking” as a test case to see whether a
more general course banking program for faculty is feasible and desirable.
The final section of Policy 14 states:
Employees have the right to regular pregnancy, adoption or parental leaves as described in this policy.
Alternative leave arrangements (e.g., when an employee wishes to continue working in order to complete a
project) must be in the best interests of both the employee and the University and must be approved by the
Vice-President, Academic & Provost. Employees considering alternative arrangements should consult
Human Resources regarding EI benefits eligibility.
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We heard from many faculty members, especially those whose work is lab based, that the nature of their research
makes taking a genuine parental leave impossible without doing irreparable harm to their research careers, with the
result that they continued to work a partial load on an informal basis while ostensibly on leave.
Recommendation A.6: The Provost, in consultation with the President of the Faculty Association, should strike a
working group to investigate whether some “alternative arrangements”, as contemplated in Policy 14 would be of
benefit to sufficiently many faculty members that they should be written into Policy 14 as options available to all,
rather than special arrangements. [This investigation may be a natural second task for the working group described in
Recommendation 5.3, though it would need additional support from HR for considering the EI and tax implications.]

Finally, the existing policies at Waterloo already provide flexibility that would allow individual faculty members to
work with their Chairs and Deans to work out creative arrangements that will be mutually beneficial---though the
benefits to the institution may be in the medium and long term rather than being immediate. If the policy
recommendations in this report are implemented, further possibilities will be created. Here is one example. It is
important than a faculty member on a temporary reduced load have teaching, scholarship and service requirements
remain proportional to what they would have been if the faculty member were working full time. This is especially so
for probationary faculty whose tenure files will be evaluated on all three of these aspects of their work. But it is not
necessary that this workload be proportional every year. Consider two faculty members returning from a parental
leave, intending to take two years with a temporary load of 50%. For a chemist who need to get a lab up and
running, for instance, it might work better to have 80% of a 50% reduced load dedicated to scholarship in the first
year of the reduced load period, with 80% dedicated to teaching the next---that is, this faculty member would have
no teaching in year one, and a regular teaching load in the second. A historian, on the other hand, might do better to
teach a normal load in the first year back (80% of a 50% load), in exchange for having no teaching duties the
following year when it will be easier to do archival research with a slightly older child whose care must be arranged.
Since which arrangements will work best will vary by discipline and with individual circumstances, it is important
that the arrangements be worked out locally. Centrally funding a “course banking” mechanism will make such
arrangements more feasible. But it is unrealistic to expect individual faculty members and Chairs to think up all
options on their own, and the ability to implement creative ideas is, currently, dependent on the size of the academic
unit involved.
Recommendation A.7: Through Deans’ Council, encourage Chairs and Deans to be open to creative
arrangements that exploit policy flexibility in ways that enable faculty members to succeed as academics while
maintaining balance their lives. The various arrangements agreed to should be documented and a central record kept
(perhaps with the HR and FAUW expert advisors, see Recommendation 10.1) so they can serve as options to be
considered by others. Ensure that equitable access to funds for replacement teaching is available to departments across
the University so such options are available to all faculty members.
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These recommendations, if implemented, would greatly increase the flexibility of those who have children while on
the tenure clock to better arrange their work so they have a better chance at success. Another suggestion we heard,
but which we are not confident in recommending, has to do with the peculiar difficulties that can attend combining
time on the tenure clock and running a lab-based research enterprise. We therefore mention as an idea for
discussion at Faculty Relations and Deans’ Council amending Policy 76, which currently allows a one-year
extension to the tenure clock as a result of a parental leave, a modification to allow a two year extension when a leave
of that length will make possible three continuous years of service at some point before the tenure decision when no
such three year period would occur otherwise.
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Appendix B: Cumulative List of Recommendations
Recruiting-related recommendations
Recommendation 3.1: (a) The requirement that one be employed at Waterloo for six months prior to receiving
the family leave top up should be eliminated. Serious consideration should be given to whether the requirement for
remaining employed at Waterloo for six months after a leave serves any purpose. (b) Costs of replacement teaching
for faculty on parental leave should be centrally funded, since the requirement for departments to fund the teaching
disadvantages both the members of small departments and the departments themselves, because these units have less
flexibility to make special arrangements.
Recommendation 3.2: While the new daycare building and partnership with Bright Starts Child Care to increase
the number of infant and toddler spaces at Waterloo is an important step, it should be seen only as a first step. The
University should work with Bright Starts or find other partners that will enable it to provide flexible child care
options: access to short-term, emergency care when a caregiver is sick and part-time spots, short term places when
university business requires being away from campus, etc. For these to be viable, they will need some subsidy from
the University. Parking services should provide preferred spots to parents of young children who are likely to have to
come and go frequently from campus.
Recommendation 3.3: Improve the support available to newly recruited faculty and their families, providing
better support on immigration issues and with helping non-academic spouses find suitable local employment.
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Recommendation 3.4: Deans’ Council and the Faculty Relations Committee should carefully reconsider the merits
of the current spousal hiring policy as a mechanism for recruiting early career faculty. They should consider in
particular whether the restriction to three year limited-term contracts is in the University’s interests or whether a
more flexible policy that enhanced the ability to recruit and retain couples would have more benefits than costs
overall.
Recommendation 3.5: The University and Faculty Association should negotiate a more flexible spousal
appointment policy suitable for recruiting couples where both members are already established scholars. Safeguards
should be written into the policy and the practice for its implementation to ensure that such appointments are in the
interest of the University and of the academic units involved. For instance, requiring that such positions result in an
additional line for the "receiving department" (i.e., in effect, that the spousal appointment be centrally funded)
would ensure that the Provost approved such appointments with due caution, and ensure that such appointments are
not only a realistic possibility in large departments. Requiring that the DACA of the "receiving" department be able
to interview the candidate, and evaluate the candidate's qualifications to ensure consistency with the department’s
research direction and expectations for quality of colleagues should ameliorate concerns about being "force-fed" a
candidate
Early Career Success
Recommendation 4.1: (a) The University should make more effective use of the flexibility in its existing policies to
make suitable arrangements for faculty who take family leaves while on the tenure clock, and should centralize
funding for such options so that their availability does not depend on the size or wealth of the department; (b) The
University should modify key policies and create new programs that will improve the ability of those with young
families to achieve tenure while maintaining Waterloo’s existing research and teaching standards; (c) The University
should clarify some existing policies where ambiguous wording sometimes creates unnecessary barriers to sensible
arrangements for those on the tenure clock. (See “Policy Housekeeping” below.)
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Other career stages
Recommendation 5.1: The University should implement a “top up” policy, similar to its current maternity leave
policy, to provide one term of salary replacement for faculty members on compassionate leave. Accessing it should be
straightforward, since people need it in times of high stress.
Recommendation 5.2: The University should have centralized money to pay for short term, short notice teaching
replacements for faculty who must take compassionate leaves on an emergency basis, so that the flexibility of Chairs is
not dependent on the size and resources of the department. When the level of need in a particular term is
unpredictable, money should be invested in creative ad hoc arrangements, e.g. TAs whose assigned duties include
covering classes when necessary but are otherwise defined by the Chair, so this labour can be used to accomplish
something else in the department.
Recommendation 5.3: The Provost should establish a small working group to investigate what sorts of dependent
care claims in support of research activity are supported by various granting agencies and at other universities. This
working group should (a) recommend the terms of a pilot project that enables all Waterloo faculty members to have
access to dependent care at a level the group judges to be “best practice”; (b) recommend metrics by which the
success of the program will be judged when a decision is made about its continuation.
Recommendation 5.4: The Faculty Relations Committee and the Pension and Benefits Committee should
regularly compare the provisions of Waterloo’s parental and compassionate care policies to those of competitor
universities and make changes to ours to ensure competitiveness.
Workload Issues

Recommendation 6.2: Ensure that, apart from occasional teaching of evening classes, the scheduled activities that
are part of the job for faculty members can be met during normal business hours. For instance, other than
exceptional and voluntary activities, service activities (including meetings) should take place during normal business
hours, and attention should be paid to finding ways to ensure proper consultation while minimizing the number of
meetings people must attend. Lunch hours should also be respected when scheduling meetings, as research indicates
that a proper break for lunch improves productivity. The new scheduling system should take into account the needs
of faculty members to be able to carry out all aspects of their jobs (e.g. by preserving days without in-class
commitments so it is possible to do some research during the day); set reasonable expectations for availability to
students (e.g., set a normal time for responding to an email), and do not provide additional rewards for (and so
incentivize) being more accessible than those reasonable standards.
Recommendation 6.3: In departments that do not already have them, establish normal teaching loads. Where
graduate supervision varies considerably among faculty members, ensure that this activity is taken into account when
determining workloads, in a manner acceptable to the regular faculty in the department. Ensure that assignments are
transparent, and that faculty members are entitled to an explanation of why their assignment is as it is.
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Recommendation 6.1: Where policy now requires gender representation on committees, those provisions should
be maintained. For other committees, (e.g. Tenure and Promotion Committees) where representation of both
genders is merely called “desirable”, the policies should be modified by the Faculty Relations Committee to make it a
requirement At the same time the Provost and Deans’ Council should ensure that they and the Chairs take steps to
ensure that: these tasks are distributed widely among women faculty; these important roles are recognized and
rewarded in the Annual Performance Review process; women who take on such roles are compensated by having
other service jobs assigned to male faculty instead.
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Tenure
Recommendation 7.1: The tenure clock should not be extended across the board on the basis of purported
work/life balance benefits. Even if the tenure clock is extended for other reasons, changes to increase the flexibility
of the timing before tenure should be implemented.
Recommendation 7.2: The Faculty Relations Committee, with input from Deans' Council and the Faculty Tenure
and Promotions Committees, should update the template used by Deans for letters they send to external referees as
part of the Tenure and Promotion Process. Work/life balance related issues such as developing standard wording to
ensure that a year of leave does not simply result in referees expecting an extra year's worth of research output should
be one important part of a larger review of existing policies and practices.
Service, Merit and Promotion
Recommendation 8.1: Faculty Relations should amend Policy 77 to recognize the fact that it is sometimes in the
interest of the University for Associate Professors to take on important service roles (e.g. as Chairs or Associate
Deans), and that in these cases faculty members willing to take on these important roles for the benefit of their
colleagues ought not to be punished for doing so. We suggest wording to the effect that when people who perform
strongly in these administrative roles have their scholarship and teaching evaluated for promotion to Professor,
“expectations for quality remain unchanged, though expectations for quantity should be adjusted accordingly.”
Recommendation 8.2: Deans’ Council should ensure that the recommendations of the Working Group on the
Merit Review Process for Faculty designed to better recognize different levels of service contribution are being put
into effect. This includes the recommendation that in annual performance reviews the range of scores is sufficiently
wide to recognize the different levels of service contribution made by different members within a department, and
the recommendation that when faculty members take on significant service jobs it is a routine matter that they are
offered a chance to adjust their merit weightings.
Recommendation 8.3: The Provost and Deans should work to ensure that “invisible” service work is rendered
visible, is appropriately recognized in the APR process (in particular by ensuring that there are real differences in
merit scores between those doing a lot of service, including service that does not come with official titles and
committee memberships) and those doing much less. The Faculty Association should be making the case to its
membership that provisions ensuring that this happens ought to be written into each department’s merit documents.
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Selection of Chairs and Senior Administrators
Recommendation 9.1: Take steps to make the Chair job more attractive to suitable candidates. Consider
implementing the recommendation of the Working Group on the Merit Review Process for Faculty of making a
portion of the stipend permanent (e.g., 12.5% of the stipend could become permanent for each year in the chair, so
someone filling the full eight years receives 100% of the stipend as a permanent adjustment to salary). But also
consider ways to make the job itself more enjoyable and rewarding, such as involving a larger role in leading the
University and administrative restructuring to lessen the amount of paperwork and drudgery.
Recommendation 9.2: The policies governing the selection of Chairs, Deans, and Vice Presidents should be
reviewed by the Faculty Relations Committee to ensure that the criteria by which good candidates are to be judged
give due emphasis to the human qualities and attitudes of the candidate. A list of guidelines and advice for members
of nominating committees for roles at the level of Dean or higher, with information about different career arcs
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successful academic leaders can have and the variety of successful leadership styles one sees in academia, should be
prepared and adopted by Faculty Relations and Deans’ Council.
Recommendation 9.3: The Faculty Relations Committee and Deans’ Council should review the job descriptions
held by faculty members (or retired faculty members) at the level of Association Vice President or Associate Provost
and higher and, except in cases where there is a strong reason for not doing so, rewrite them so that they are termlimited positions from which the incumbent would normally be expected to return to the regular faculty ranks.
Providing Information
Recommendation 10.1: The University should invest in improving the quality of training Chairs receive,
implementing best practices employed at other universities.
Recommendation 10.2: (a) The University should establish a position in the Human Resources department with
special expertise with respect to policy and practices to do with the family leave, compassionate leave, temporary
workload and other work/life relevant policies. This expertise should extend beyond the details of the policy to
include knowledge of creative uses made of policy options across campus. The person in this position will be
available to advise Chairs when they are approached by faculty members in need of assistance. (b) The Faculty
Association should establish as a key role of one of the staff members in the FAUW office the role of advising faculty
members on these matters. (c) The University and Faculty Association should work together to ensure that the key
contact people for Chairs and individual faculty members are providing consistent information.
Recommendation 10.3: The University has recently improved the information available about family leaves on the
HR website. The information about compassionate care leaves should be similarly upgraded so that faculty (and
staff) members can find a clear presentation of both the legal and policy provisions for such leaves.
Salary Anomalies and Related Matters

Recommendation 11.2: Implement the recommendation of the Working Group on Women’s Salary Equity that a
common methodology be developed for identifying potential salary anomalies, and apply the process to the salary of
every regular faculty member on a regular basis. The decision on whether a genuine anomaly exists should not be
merely mechanical, and may be left in the first instance at the discretion of the relevant Dean. However, those
identified as having a potential anomaly should be notified that this was the case, and should either receive a salary
adjustment or a clear explanation of why their salary is not actually anomalous. There should be some mechanism for
appealing such decisions.
Recommendation 11.3: Faculty Relations should conduct a thorough review of the OPA program. This should
begin with an evaluation of the purpose of the program, including a weighing of the currently official purpose of the
program against the goals pursued by the Deans in practice (such as addressing salary anomalies), and an investigation
of whether the OPA program or anything like it is the best way to spend salary dollars to achieve those goals. If
something like the OPA program remains after this review, the criteria and process for winning the awards should be
more transparent, and the criteria should be modified so that outstanding service contributions are grounds for
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Recommendation 11.1: Faculty Relations, with the assistance of IAP, should investigate whether
recommendations implemented or mandated in response to the previous Working Groups are being followed in
practice. Where they are not, they should investigate the reasons for the failure and take steps to assure
implementation. Faculty Relations should also consider other recommendations not yet implemented, such as
moving to merit reviews every second year for tenured professors and continuing lecturers.
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receiving an OPA, and it should be recognized that not all outstanding service involves holding a position such as
Chair of Associate Dean.
Recommendation 11.4: Well in advance of the next salary negotiations, the University and the Faculty
Association, at Faculty Relations, should discuss the current overall salary structure, including the interaction of
thresholds and career-long patterns of productivity and the potential effects of the cap on pensionable earnings
especially for younger faculty. In particular, the appropriateness of differences in lifetime earnings for people with
similar lifetime productivity should be considered, and if it is judged problematic potential smoothing mechanisms to
address the difference should be considered
Policy Housekeeping
Recommendation A.1: Ensure that the legitimacy of taking advantage of the early sabbatical provision is
recognized across campus. [ This should be part of Chair training (see Section 10) and, insofar as advice not to take
advantage of these provisions in motivated by concerns about whether external referees will take leaves and reduced
loads properly into account in tenure decisions, for the revisions to the templates for Deans’ letters (see
Recommendation 7.2a).]
Recommendation A.2: Add to the end of note 3 in Policy 3 “; a faculty member on 75% load for two years, 100%
load for two years, and 50% load for two years, would be eligible for a six months leave at 75% of nominal salary [(2
x 75% + 2 x 100% + 2x 50%)/6], or a twelve-months sabbatical at 63.75% (i.e., 85% of 75%) of nominal salary.”
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Recommendation A.3: Faculty Relations should: (a) make the various policies referring to temporary reduced
loads consistent; (b) eliminate the suggestion that there is a career maximum of four years of temporary reduced load
available to any individual professor; (c) make explicit that a temporary reduced workload arrangement carries the
same distribution of duties in teaching, scholarship and service as does a regular full-time appointment; and (d) write
into policy an automatic extension of the tenure clock so that faculty who take temporary reduced loads while holding
probationary appointments have their time to tenure consideration extended proportionally to their reduced-time.
Recommendation A.4: Write clearer wording about the impact of parental leaves on expected teaching loads
upon return to work. Set up a central fund to cover the cost of short-term teaching in departments where faculty
members take pregnancy, parental (or indeed compassionate) leaves. Set up provisions for “course banking”, so that
people can, for instance, teach extra courses in anticipation of a leave or in the first term or two after a return from
leave, or can “owe” courses for up to two years. Ensure that the language in this section of policy clearly indicates
that teaching assignments upon return from leave are to be designed to maximize the teaching and research
productivity of the faculty member in the several years after the return to work. In particular, it should recognize that
in some disciplines it will be most beneficial to have no teaching upon return, while in others it will be best to return
to work with a heavier teaching load in exchange for more non-teaching terms later on.
Recommendation A.5: Use the experience of the centrally funded “course banking” as a test case to see whether a
more general course banking program for faculty is feasible and desirable.
Recommendation A.6: The Provost, in consultation with the President of the Faculty Association, should strike a
working group to investigate whether some “alternative arrangements”, as contemplated in Policy 14 would be of
benefit to sufficiently many faculty members that they should be written into Policy 14 as options available to all,
rather than special arrangements. [This investigation may be a natural second task for the working group described in
Recommendation 5.3, though it would need additional support from HR for considering the EI and tax implications.]
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Recommendation A.7: Through Deans’ Council, encourage Chairs and Deans to be open to creative
arrangements that exploit policy flexibility in ways that enable faculty members to succeed as academics while
maintaining balance their lives. The various arrangements agreed to should be documented and a central record kept
(perhaps with the HR and FAUW expert advisors, see Recommendation 10.1) so they can serve as options to be
considered by others. Ensure that equitable access to funds for replacement teaching is available to departments across
the University so such options are available to all faculty members.

Appendix C:
Mandate of the Working Group:
As part of the 2008 salary settlement between the University of Waterloo and the Faculty Association, two joint
Working Groups were set up, one chaired by Associate Provost, Resources, Bruce Mitchell, to investigate Salary
Equity for Women Faculty, the other chaired by Adel Sedra, Dean of Engineering, to investigate the Faculty Annual
Performance Review Process. Both Working Groups reported in 2009, and included recommendations about areas
related to their work that needed further investigation. For instance, the APR report included this:

Recommendation 5.1 Further investigate two related issues: a) whether the merit evaluation process has
features that generate gender-based anomalies; b) how to use the flexibility of the merit evaluation process,
in conjunction with other policies, to make UW a more family friendly employer. [Responsibility: Provost
and FAUW President]

In response to these recommendations, the Faculty Relations Committee passed the following motion in the spring of
2011:
The VPAP and the President of FAUW will establish a working group to investigate two related issues:
a) whether there are structural features of the merit review process or other parts of the system for
determining faculty compensation that generate gender-based or other anomalies;
b) what adjustments can be made to policies or practice that will improve work-life balance for faculty.
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During the course of our deliberations, it became clear to the working group that there are some issues
closely related to merit evaluations that we are not in a position to address appropriately at this time, but
that we feel warrant further investigation. It is not clear to us whether there are features of the merit
evaluation process that are likely to generate anomalies, for instance on the basis of gender. There is some
prima facie evidence that there may be some, including the fact that the University has needed, more than
once, to employ ad hoc mechanisms to address gender based inequities. The current working group on Pay
Equity for Women may shed some light on this matter when it has completed its work. We think this
complex issue deserves further scrutiny so that any systemic problems can be addressed. There are some
intriguing possibilities for making use of existing policies in new ways to address problems faced by faculty
trying to combine academic careers with modern family life. For example, a temporary reduction in
teaching weighting for merit evaluation with a reduced load appointment could be a mechanism to help
faculty in Science or Engineering maintain their research lab while their children are very young. This may
benefit many young faculty, and help with recruiting and retention, especially of female faculty.
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The working group will work according to an appropriate methodology of its own devising, subject to the
proviso that there must be substantial opportunity for stakeholders to provide input. Under b), the mandate
of the committee is to make recommendations that address work-life balance issues in ways that improve the
wellbeing and long-term productivity of faculty, and hence improve the university’s ability to carry out its
mission of providing excellent teaching and scholarship for the benefit of society. Both creative uses of
existing policies (e.g., those concerning temporary reduction in work-load, family leave, tenure and
promotion policies, etc.) and modifications to policy should be considered.
The Provost will arrange that the working group receive appropriate support from IAP during its
investigation. The working group will write a report, including appropriate recommendations, to be
submitted to the VPAP and the President of FAUW by March 1, 2012.
Since it took longer than anticipated to set up the Working Group, Faculty Relations later agreed to extend the date
for completion of the work of the Group to the fall of 2012.

Membership of the Working Group:
Faculty members:


Steve Brown, Statistics and Actuarial Science. Associate Chair, Undergrad, Department of Statistics and
Actuarial Science and former Chair of the same department; formerly Associate Dean, External Relations,
Faculty of Mathematics.




Jennifer Clapp, Environment and Resource Studies, Associate Dean, Research in the Faculty of Environment
Tara Collington, French Studies, Associate Chair, Undergraduate.



David DeVidi (Chair). Currently Chair of the Department of Philosophy. President of FAUW 2007-09,
member of FAUW executive 2004-12.



Diana C. Parry, Recreation and Leisure Studies, Chair of the Status of Women and Equity Committee.
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Resource staff:


Carrie Hunting, Policy Officer for the Faculty Association



Daniela Seskar-Hencic, Associate Director, Institutional Analysis and Planning



Kerry Tolson, Institutional Analyst, Institutional Analysis and Planning

The committee is grateful for the support it received from other members of IAP, the Faculty Association staff (in
particular Miriam Kominar and, while Miriam was on parental leave, Laura McDonald), and Information Systems and
Technology. We are also grateful to Jay Athia for his expert work compiling and analyzing IAP data requested by the
Working Group.
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Data Gathered by the Working Group
Female Chairs and Directors of Schools
(Considers only Directors of Schools that are Senate recognized academic units). The final column
is the 2011 percentage of female faculty, according the University’s Performance Indicators.
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Female Associate Deans by Faculty and year
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Since 2004. The final column is the percentage of female faculty members in 2011.
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Sitting Chairs and Associate Deans receiving OPAs, by Faculty and year
The second column from the right is the proportion of faculty members in a Chair or Associate Dean
role to the 2011 faculty complement. The final is the proportion of sitting Chairs and Associate
Deans winning OPAs between 2004 and 2012.
Faculty
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0

1

1

1
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0

0
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0
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0

0

1
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1

4

4

2
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Of the 105 OPAs awarded to sitting Chairs and Associate Deans, eight went to female faculty members.
Approximately 70 faculty members serve as Chairs or Associate Deans at any time, which is about 7% of faculty
members.
Overall between 2004 and 2012, 658 OPAs were awarded, 16% of them to Chairs and Associate Deans.
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Female winners and total winners of OPAs , by Faculty and year
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
Faculty
Females Total Females Total Females Total Females Total Females Total Females Total Females Total Females Total Females Total
AHS
2
3
1
5
2
4
1
5
0
4
0
4
2
3
2
7
1
4
Arts
5
16
7
17
4
17
5
18
4
14
9
21
5
20
8
20
6
20
Engineering
0
16
3
16
6
18
2
19
2
18
3
20
5
20
2
20
3
20
Environment
0
4
4
6
0
3
2
4
0
4
1
4
1
4
0
5
2
7
Math
3
13
2
14
3
15
4
15
0
15
1
15
5
14
1
14
1
14
Science
2
12
2
13
5
12
3
14
1
14
5
14
1
14
4
13
4
13
Annual Total (all)
12
64
19
71
20
69
17
75
7
69
19
78
19
75
17
79
17
78
Females/Total
19%
27%
29%
23%
10%
24%
25%
22%
22%
Univ Cumulative Total
12
64
31 135
51 204
68 279
75 348
94 426
113 501
130 580
147 658
Univ Female Cumulative %
19%
23%
25%
24%
22%
22%
23%
22%
22%
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Percentage of Female OPA winners
The % female column indicates the percentage of female faculty members in the Faculty in 2011, and
is included for comparison.
Faculty
AHS
Arts
Engineering
Environment
Math
Science
Total (Females/Total each year)
Running Total as time progresses

2004
67%
31%
0%
0%
23%
17%
19%
19%

2005
20%
41%
19%
67%
14%
15%
27%
23%

2006
50%
24%
33%
0%
20%
42%
29%
25%

2007
20%
28%
11%
50%
27%
21%
23%
24%

2008
0%
29%
11%
0%
0%
7%
10%
22%

2009
0%
43%
15%
25%
7%
36%
24%
22%

2010
67%
25%
25%
25%
36%
7%
25%
23%

2011
29%
40%
10%
0%
7%
31%
22%
22%

2012
25%
30%
15%
29%
7%
31%
22%
22%

2004-12 % female
28%
36
33%
39
16%
16
24%
34
16%
19
23%
27
25

Merit scores by rank and gender

Overall

Assoc
Assist
Lect
Clinic
Across Ranks
Combined

F
M
F
M
F
M
F
M
F
M
F
M

Teaching

Number

1.6933

1.71

1.74

1.62

61

1.7067

1.71

1.68

1.64

313

1.6234

1.57

1.63

1.64

97

1.5957

1.53

1.61

1.6

255

1.5206

1.52

1.46

1.55

79

1.5235

1.54

1.42

1.55

151

1.5468

0.36

1.47

1.54

37

1.6017

0.35

1.55

1.62

71

1.7

1.61

1.75

1.69

9

1.555

0.94

1.63

1.81

4

1.6022

1.429

1.589

1.599

283

1.6261

1.494

1.596

1.609

794

1.6198

1.4773

1.5943

1.6065

1077
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Prof

Scholarship Service
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Models for Salary over a career.
We assume a Faculty average merit score of 1.50, assume a 2012 starting salary of $80,000 and so use
the 2012 selective increase value (called “merit value” in the tables) and thresholds. We assume a
modest 2% scale increase every year.
“Slow start, fast finish”: values for 15 years of 1.0 merit followed by 15 years of 2.0. Total salary is in
the final row.
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Year
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Salary - beginning
ThreshholdThreshhold
1
Merit
2 Value
Merit ScoreMerit Amount
Scale increase
80000 145245 175503
3434
1.00
2289
1600
83889 148150 179013
3503
1.00
2335
1678
87902 151113 182593
3573
1.00
2382
1758
92042 154135 186245
3644
1.00
2429
1841
96312 157218 189970
3717
1.00
2478
1926
100717 160362 193769
3791
1.00
2528
2014
105259 163569 197645
3867
1.00
2578
2105
109942 166841 201598
3945
1.00
2630
2199
114771 170178 205630
4023
1.00
2682
2295
119748 173581 209742
4104
1.00
2736
2395
124879 177053 213937
4186
1.00
2791
2498
130167 180594 218216
4270
1.00
2846
2603
135617 184206 222580
4355
1.00
2903
2712
141233 187890 227032
4442
1.00
2961
2825
147019 191648 231572
4531
1.00
3021
2940
152980 195481 236204
4622
2.00
6162
3060
162202 199390 240928
4714
2.00
6286
3244
171732 203378 245747
4808
2.00
6411
3435
181578 207446 250662
4905
2.00
6539
3632
191749 211595 255675
5003
2.00
6670
3835
202254 215826 260788
5103
2.00
6804
4045
213103 220143 266004
5205
2.00
6940
4262
224304 224546 271324
5309
2.00
7079
4486
235869 229037 276751
5415
2.00
4513
4717
245099 233617 282286
5523
2.00
4603
4902
254604 238290 287931
5634
2.00
4695
5092
264391 243056 293690
5747
2.00
4789
5288
274467 247917 299564
5861
2.00
4885
5489
284841 252875 305555
5979
2.00
4982
5697
295520 257933 311666
6098
2.00
5082
5910
5024192
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Year

Salary - beginning
ThreshholdThreshhold
1
Merit
2 Value
Merit ScoreMerit Amount
Scale increase
1
80000 145245 175503
3434
2.00
4579
1600
2
86179 148150 179013
3503
2.00
4670
1724
3
92572 151113 182593
3573
2.00
4764
1851
4
99188 154135 186245
3644
2.00
4859
1984
5
106030 157218 189970
3717
2.00
4956
2121
6
113107 160362 193769
3791
2.00
5055
2262
7
120424 163569 197645
3867
2.00
5156
2408
8
127989 166841 201598
3945
2.00
5259
2560
9
135808 170178 205630
4023
2.00
5365
2716
10
143889 173581 209742
4104
2.00
5472
2878
11
152239 177053 213937
4186
2.00
5581
3045
12
160865 180594 218216
4270
2.00
5693
3217
13
169775 184206 222580
4355
2.00
5807
3396
14
178978 187890 227032
4442
2.00
5923
3580
15
188480 191648 231572
4531
2.00
6041
3770
16
198291 195481 236204
4622
1.00
770
3966
17
203027 199390 240928
4714
1.00
786
4061
18
207874 203378 245747
4808
1.00
801
4157
19
212832 207446 250662
4905
1.00
817
4257
20
217907 211595 255675
5003
1.00
834
4358
21
223098 215826 260788
5103
1.00
850
4462
22
228411 220143 266004
5205
1.00
867
4568
23
233847 224546 271324
5309
1.00
885
4677
24
239408 229037 276751
5415
1.00
903
4788
25
245099 233617 282286
5523
1.00
921
4902
26
250922 238290 287931
5634
1.00
939
5018
27
256879 243056 293690
5747
1.00
958
5138
28
262974 247917 299564
5861
1.00
977
5259
29
269211 252875 305555
5979
1.00
996
5384
30
275591 257933 311666
6098
1.00
1016
5512
5480896
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“Fast start, slow finish”: 15 years of 2.0 followed by 15 years of 1.0.
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“Consistency”: average merit score for Faculty for 30 consecutive years:
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Year

Salary - beginning
ThreshholdThreshhold
1
Merit
2 Value
Merit ScoreMerit Amount
Scale increase
1
80000 145245 175503
3434
1.50
3434
1600
2
85034 148150 179013
3503
1.50
3503
1701
3
90237 151113 182593
3573
1.50
3573
1805
4
95615 154135 186245
3644
1.50
3644
1912
5 101171 157218 189970
3717
1.50
3717
2023
6 106912 160362 193769
3791
1.50
3791
2138
7 112841 163569 197645
3867
1.50
3867
2257
8 118966 166841 201598
3945
1.50
3945
2379
9 125289 170178 205630
4023
1.50
4023
2506
10 131819 173581 209742
4104
1.50
4104
2636
11 138559 177053 213937
4186
1.50
4186
2771
12 145516 180594 218216
4270
1.50
4270
2910
13 152696 184206 222580
4355
1.50
4355
3054
14 160105 187890 227032
4442
1.50
4442
3202
15 167750 191648 231572
4531
1.50
4531
3355
16 175636 195481 236204
4622
1.50
4622
3513
17 183770 199390 240928
4714
1.50
4714
3675
18 192160 203378 245747
4808
1.50
4808
3843
19 200811 207446 250662
4905
1.50
4905
4016
20 209732 211595 255675
5003
1.50
5003
4195
21 218930 215826 260788
5103
1.50
2551
4379
22 225860 220143 266004
5205
1.50
2602
4517
23 232979 224546 271324
5309
1.50
2654
4660
24 240293 229037 276751
5415
1.50
2708
4806
25 247807 233617 282286
5523
1.50
2762
4956
26 255524 238290 287931
5634
1.50
2817
5110
27 263452 243056 293690
5747
1.50
2873
5269
28 271594 247917 299564
5861
1.50
2931
5432
29 279957 252875 305555
5979
1.50
2989
5599
30 288545 257933 311666
6098
1.50
3049
5771
5299561
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Survey questions
First Electronic Survey Questions (sent to all regular faculty and academic
librarians)
The work/life balance committee would like to learn more about the nature and scope of equity and work/life
balance issues that arise for faculty at the University of Waterloo. Please consider responding to this brief
questionnaire and sharing your experiences and opinions.
1. Are there particular work/life balance issues that you think the committee needs to investigate?
2. Have you encountered difficulties with policies and practices at the University of Waterloo that prevented
you from achieving or maintaining a good work/life balance?
If Yes, please describe the difficulties and specific policies and practices involved.
3. Are you aware of any policies and practices that exist in other institutions that the committee should explore
and potentially recommend for implementation at the University of Waterloo?
4. Do you believe that there are structural features of the merit review process or other parts of the system for
determining faculty compensation that generate gender-based or other anomalies?
If yes, please share your opinion on what those structural features or system issues are.
5. The working group may be interested in getting a more in-depth perspective on some of these issues. This
may include focus group discussions or interviews.
Would you be interested in providing further input? If yes, you can choose to either send a separate email to
……..indicating your interest in participating, or submit your name and contact information in the space below.
Name and contact information (optional)

Focus Group discussion starter questions:
June 6, 2012

1. Some recent research shows that the desirability of an academic career drops dramatically between the beginning
and the end of students' time in a PhD program, and that the drop is even steeper for women. What attracted you to
an academic career? What have you found to be the most problematic aspects of academic life at Waterloo?
2. A suggestion we have heard from some people we have talked to is that the time to tenure decision at Waterloo
(the "tenure clock") is shorter than at some other research universities, and it would be an advantage to our early
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Thank you for your participation. Your input is very important and will help the working group better understand
and address equity and work/life balance.
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career faculty if we extended it by one year. What effect, if any, would this have had on you? Do you think it is a
good idea?
3. Many of you have had children while on the tenure track, and probably all of you know people who have done so.
What are some of the most significant challenges involved in balancing new parenthood with seeking tenure? Are
there improvements to policies and practices that you can recommend that would make it easier?
4. Considering university policies and practices besides those involving tenure, can you think of changes that would
have improved your ability to find a healthy balance between your academic work and your life outside the university
early in your career? Have you ever had to miss an important conference or research trip because of difficulty
arranging childcare, and if you have would a reimbursement program have helped you resolve those childcare
dilemmas?
5. Is there anything else you think our committee should hear? (5 min)
June 7, 2012
1. We have heard from some people that the tenure clock at Waterloo is relatively short compared to other
research universities, and that this is a disadvantage to junior colleagues: external referees for tenure expect longer
track records than we have, and some have told us they think it a problem for those who have children while on the
tenure track. On the other hand, a longer tenure clock is seen by some as increasing the length of the most stressful
time of many people's professional lives. What do you think of the idea of extending the normal time to tenure at
Waterloo by a year?
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2. We have heard from many people that they feel their service contributions are not appropriately recognized and
valued by the university. Do you think the university appropriately recognizes service? What weight should service
have in tenure and promotion decisions?
3. We have heard from many people that expectations as far as overall workload and expectations for availability
have become too high for individuals to reasonably manage, and that they have reached the level where it is not
possible to balance them with other obligations to family and out of work life.
a) What is your view on what is a reasonable overall workload (in terms of hours, or tasks performed each
week), and do you exceed it? Can you think of ways to curb workloads?
b) Do you feel that workload is equitably distributed in your academic unit? Do you have suggestions of ways
to ensure that work is distributed fairly?
4. Is there anything else you would like to tell us? (5 minutes)
June 8, 2012
1. The University of Waterloo has provisions for up to three days per year of paid “emergency leave” to deal with
sudden illness of a family member, a child’s problem at school, a fire, etc. UW also has a bereavement leave policy.
It is common for people to find themselves with difficulties to which neither policy seems to apply: children with
recurring medical conditions, parents (often in distant places) with complicated, age-related health issues, and so on.
Are there other supports it would be reasonable for the university to offer its employees in such situations?
2. In cases where an emergency requires more than three days of effort to resolve, university policy calls for
reasonable discussion between department chairs and faculty members to work things out using combinations of
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unpaid leave, vacation, and temporary partial work load. Some worry that this puts faculty members at the mercy of
chairs’ expectations about proper gender roles, and could disadvantage those with different religious or cultural
around caregiving at a disadvantage because their needs will seem unreasonable to many chairs. Do you agree that
these are legitimate worries? If you do, can you suggest ways to improve this aspect of the policy?
3. Compared to most occupations, a large proportion are over age 55. This makes them much more likely to have
aging parents in need of their assistance or to have medical emergencies of their own than do younger employees.
Depending on the size of a department, even one or two personal emergencies can easily become an emergency for
the department. Can you suggest ways for the university to be prepared for such departmental emergencies? Could
such preparation make it possible for the university to provide more extensive compassionate leaves to employees?
4. As noted in the previous question, many faculty members are older, but much of the literature on work/life
balance addresses the difficulties of early career faculty. One issue for late career faculty is planning for retirement.
What do you think of the idea of a phased retirement plan that allows faculty to declare a retirement date, then
gradually reduce workload over a few years leading up to that date?
5. Is there anything else you would like to tell us? (5 minutes)

Discussion starter questions for Deans:
1. Tenure and Promotion, Merit issues

b. Service: A consistent complaint we hear is that Service, especially the essential but not always high
profile internal service essential to make the university run, tends to fall disproportionately on a
few people and that it is not sufficiently recognized or rewarded in the merit process. Does this
match your experience? We have also heard that for both structural policy reasons (e.g. the
requirement for gender representation on important committees) and social/cultural reasons, the
service work falls disproportionately on women faculty. Does this match your experience? If so, do
you have ideas about how to address these matters?
c. Sometimes, especially in smaller departments, the University depends on people stepping into
heavy service jobs while still Associate Professors … so they, in effect, carry the load while
colleagues hired at the same time (perhaps even because they are less competent or more selfish)
race ahead to promotion. Do you think service, in general, is appropriately accounted for in
promotion decisions? When assigning merit scores for those carrying heavy service loads,
university policies say “expectations for quality of scholarship remain the same, but expectations for
quantity will be adjusted.” Would a similar provision for promotion (esp to full professor) be
appropriate?
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a. The length of time people spend on the tenure clock is a complicated issue … from the WLB pov it
is important because it has been suggested that the fact that Waterloo’s time-to-tenure is shorter
than some other universities is a disadvantage for those who take parental leaves, since it takes some
time to get back to full steam upon return to work. In your role chairing your DTPC, have you
noticed this being a problem? Do you think it is a good idea to extend the tenure clock by a year at
Waterloo? What might be some drawbacks of extending the tenure clock?
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d. There are various provisions in policy for extending the tenure clock, for instance because of
parental leaves or due to illness. In your experience with how these policies work out in practice
at Waterloo, do you think they are generally effective in allowing people to have a level playing
field as they strive to achieve tenure and promotion?
2. Leaves, reduced workloads:
a. Since many newly hired faculty are at an age where they are starting or expanding their families, it
is important to them that we have effective parental leave policies, provisions for temporary
reduced workloads, etc. In your experience, how effective are these policies at Waterloo (both
from the pov of the individuals who take the leaves and of the departments)? Can you suggest
ways the policies and practices might be modified so they are more effective?
b. Of course, we have faculty members in all age categories and in various family circumstances. For
more senior faculty, a significant challenge sometimes arises when their parents are aged or become
ill. Various sorts of health crises can arise in families. Do you have suggestions about how the
University should handle situations where such issues (“elder care”, “compassionate care”, etc)
arise?
c. To move to a more concrete question: there has been some discussion of a dependent care
reimbursement program that would cover expenses incurred while faculty are travelling for
research, conferences, etc. This strikes many people as obviously worthwhile. If such a program
were set up, how do you think it should be funded?
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3. Recruiting, anomalies, etc.
a. In addition to WLB issues, the working group have been tasked with investigating what gives rise to
gender-based or other salary anomalies at Waterloo, and to make recommendations about how to
address those problems. The research literature suggests that one source of the gap in pay between
men and women professors that is irrelevant to level of performance on the job or qualifications has
to do with higher starting salaries for men, and this has a lot to do with more successful individual
negotiation by males. Many universities have tried to address this by standardizing the way starting
salaries are determined within particular fields (so that different market conditions for accountants
and social workers can be taken into account, for instance). At Waterloo, salaries are still
negotiated individually. In your opinion, would a more constrained system hinder your ability to
recruit top faculty?
b. As you know, the Waterloo spousal hiring policy involves (“normally”) hiring “accompanying
spouses”, at most, for a three year contract. How effective is the policy as a recruiting tool? Of
course, spousal appointments are sometimes controversial in the “receiving” department. All things
considered, are there changes you would recommend to the spousal hiring policy?
c. In the aftermath of the working group on salary equity for women faculty, it was recommended at
Faculty Relations that a uniform process be developed for use in every Faculty to evaluating all
salaries each year to identify potential anomalies. Do you think this is a good idea? Do you have
suggestions for how the current process for addressing anomalies can be made better (e.g. more
transparent, fairer, more efficient, less ad hoc)?
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4. Workload, scheduling, etc.
a. Early in our process we asked for feedback from faculty about work-life issues. In addition to the
failure to acknowledge service properly, the main complaints had in various ways to do with
workload. Some had to do with loss of control over the time devoted to the job---meetings and
events scheduled outside the normal business day, increasing “adminsistrivia” required by the job,
being “on call” to students and chairs seven days a week, etc. Others had to do with total
workload, and the fact that there is no definition of how much work is expected, or of when
“enough” has been done.
i. Do you think the “zero sum” nature of our merit pay process, where in essence faculty
members compete with their colleagues for their annual increment, are a source of this
sense that there is no upper limit on expectations? If it is, do you think that’s a problem
that should be addressed, or is it a good thing?
ii. Do you think the worries about loss of control over time expressed by faculty are
warranted? Do you have suggestions for how to address them?
5. What have we not asked about that we should have?
a. Do you think that WLB issues should be a priority for the university? What sorts of WLB issues are
important within your Faculty, and how have you tried to address them?
b. Is there anything else you would like to tell us that we have not asked you about?

Electronic survey questions for Chairs:

As you probably know, the Provost and the President of the Faculty Association have formed a working group to
investigate work-life balance issues for faculty on campus. We intend to produce a report, including
recommendations of changes to policies and practices, by September 2012. We know that we will not be able to
produce a report that properly balances the needs of everyone likely to be affected by our recommendations without
information from Chairs. We hope you will take a few minutes and respond to some or all of the following
questions. Please send your responses to the working group, c/o the working group Chair, David DeVidi, at
ddevidi@uwaterloo.ca. While the information you provide will play an important part in shaping our
recommendations, in our report we will not use anything you say in a way that identifies you as the source of the
comment.
1. As you know, Policy 40 assigns to Chairs the task of equitably assigning duties to members of their
departments. When assigning teaching and service duties, do you take into account a faculty member’s
family responsibilities such as the need to care for children or other care-giving tasks? Do you consider
career stage (for instance by reducing service expectations for early career faculty)? Please explain.\
2. What is considered a normal teaching load in your department, and do you have a operating definition of a
normal load for service? What measures do you take to evenly distribute this workload? Do you have
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Dear Department Chair/School Director:
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mechanisms for “banking” teaching relief when someone carries a particularly heavy teaching or service load
in a given term? Does the “banking” happen at the departmental or Faculty level?
3. Another important and difficult duty for Chairs is fairly evaluating the performance of faculty members as
researchers, teachers, and in terms of service. In your unit, to what extent are extenuating circumstances
such as care giving responsibilities, illness, or other such issues taken into account in this evaluation? If such
circumstances are taken into account, how is relevant information gathered?
4. It can be difficult scheduling necessary meetings and events. How frequently does your department schedule
meetings, events or seminars outside of 8:30-4:30 weekday hours? What sorts of events are most often
scheduled outside these times?
5. Many of the University’s policies require or recommend representation of both genders on important
committees. Does this present a challenge in your department? Does it result in an uneven distribution of
service tasks among department members?
6. In our consultations, issues involving leaves of various sorts have often arisen as sources of concern, in
particular the existing parental leave policies and the possibility of improved compassionate care leaves.
Does your department have a standard practice for assigning teaching and service duties when people return
from leaves? Are there difficulties you have encountered with the existing policy you that committee should
know about?
7. Many people have communicated ideas to the committee involving the relationship between work-life
balance and tenure and promotion policies. We are interested in the opinions of chairs on a couple of the
proposals we have heard. Some have suggested that the tenure clock at Waterloo is too short, and should be
extended one year. Do you think this is a good idea (whether for work-life balance or other reasons)?
Secondly, do you think service is appropriately valued in tenure and promotion decisions?
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8. The committee is very aware that Chairs are among the busiest and most stressed members of faculty. Are
there particular work-life issues for Chairs and others in heavy administrative roles the committee should
pay attention to?
9. The Work-Life Balance Committee is very interested in hearing about any practices that have been
implemented in your Department/School, or recommendations you have that could be implemented by the
University as a whole, to enable faculty members to balance their university duties and their family
obligations.

Final feedback survey (for all regular faculty and academic librarians):
Please indicate your reaction to any or all of the following statements in the space provided below.
1. Workload:
1. A major problem for keeping a healthy balance between work and the rest of my life is the
scheduling of events and duties outside the normal work day and on weekends. Meetings should
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not be scheduled outside of normal (8:30-4:30) hours on weekdays, and events outside those hours
should be optional and kept to a minimum.
2. It is unfair when assigning teaching duties to give equal weight to large and small classes. Often
junior faculty are stuck teaching larger classes, which are more time-consuming. They also tend to
be the people with young families.
3. The policies requiring representation from both genders on important committees are important,
but they have the unintended effect of putting a heavy service load on a few people in departments
with few female faculty. Chairs in these departments should be required to compensate these
overburdened faculty members by reducing other service or teaching duties for them.

Service:
1. The university must do more to ensure that everyone carries a fair share of the service
workload. The current merit structure encourages people to dump this work onto others
whenever possible. Chairs and deans should use the full range of scores in evaluating service for the
Annual Merit Review to reward good service work and to encourage everyone to be involved.
2. While we don’t want people to be able to become full professors just for service, it is (for instance)
sometimes in the interests of the university that an associate professor take on an important service
role, such as chair or associate dean. Currently this means they work to advance the careers of
others while stalling their own. Therefore the promotion policy should say that in the case where a
faculty member has done a very good job in a heavy, important service role the expectations for
quality of research remains the same, but the expectations for quantity are reduced.
3. While it is important that newly hired faculty have a chance to get their research and teaching
careers launched, when they are entirely “protected” from service work we run the risk of having
them regard service as optional, or at least unimportant, throughout their careers. If universities
are to remain collegially governed institutions, it is important that faculty become active in the
governance of the university right from the start.

1. Waterloo’s current spousal hiring policy is very ineffective. The university should replace the
current policy with one that makes it possible to recruit both members of a couple into tenure track
positions, and should have a small central budget so that a limited number of faculty positions can
be created each year to handle such situations.
2. A particular problem for researchers with small children, especially single parents, is that they must
pass up opportunities to attend conferences because they cannot afford care for their children while
away. The university should set up a program that funds child care to allow researchers in such
circumstances to attend a small number of important conferences early in their careers.
3. Extending Waterloo’s tenure clock by a year would allow junior faculty to produce more work and
more closely mirror the expectations of research institutions in the US, where files are often sent
for external evaluation. It would also allow junior faculty to achieve better work-life balance
because they have more flexibility to do the required work over a longer time-frame.
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Policies:
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"Family friendly" practices and issues:
1. I expect that at some point in my career I will need to look after a sick or elderly family member on
short notice for an extended period. I have no idea where to look to find out what provisions
university policy makes for compassionate care leaves, and I have no idea what my legal rights are.
2. While I understand the university will soon be building a new daycare building with more infant
and toddler spots, there are many other things that could be provided to recognize the extra
difficulties faced by new parents who are trying to maintain academic careers---short term child
care when teaching a night course and a babysitter cancels, enough flexibility in the budgets of the
daycare to allow for part time spots, preferred parking while one’s children are very young and one
might need to leave suddenly or come and go frequently, and so on.
3. While good policies are important, the most important factor in determining whether one will be
able to lead a balanced life is the quality of the chair who is going to be interpreting and applying
policies. So the university should work to improve the quality of the work chairs do. This will
involve making the chair job more attractive, since many good candidates will not take the job. It
will also involve mandatory training and better support for Chairs to deal with unusual requests.
4. Whether someone is going to be a good chair or not depends more than anything on the person’s
people skills. Nominating committees for these positions need to be instructed to take such matters
into account, and perhaps to pay less attention to questions of rank or research profile.
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Anomalies:
1. A key source of anomalies is differences in starting salaries. A rigid grid for starting salaries would inhibit our
ability to compete for top job candidates. But transparency would provide an important constraint so that
negotiations are sensible, since deans would need to explain outliers. So all faculty salaries, not only those
over $100,000, should be made public each year.
2. While the criteria for the annual Outstanding Performance Awards say that “consideration also should be
given to dispersing the awards across Faculty units, ranks, and to both women and men”, women faculty
receive these awards in far smaller numbers than their proportion in almost every Faculty. Since deans
cannot seem to equitably distribute these awards when this decision is left to their judgement, we should
impose stricter rules on how these awards are distributed.
3. It would be both fairer and more productive for the university to take the money currently put into
Outstanding Performance Awards and devote it to general salary increases, improved benefits, and resolving
salary anomalies. One thing that makes this clear is that these awards are already often used as a way to
address salary anomalies anyways.
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Faculty Salary System – Analysis of Merit Scores
Introduction / Context
The following analysis was requested by the Working Group on Work/Life Balance issues, primarily as part of
its mandate to determine whether or not structural features of the current faculty salary system generate
salary anomalies. Particular attention is paid to merit scores. Differences between gender, appointment type,
ranks and other measures are examined to flag any potential issues with the salary system.

Approach / Methods
There were several statistical methods used to determine whether differences between various groups were
significant statistically. In general, multiple comparison procedures (Tukey’s HSD) were used. SPSS was used
to conduct the analysis. Analyses were conducted by Jay Athia of IAP.




Differences in scores by appointment type, rank and gender were computed and assessed.
Histograms of overall, teaching, scholarship and service ratings by gender were generated to
illustrate the distribution of scores between genders.
Scatterplots of birth year (age) and year of 1st appointment at institution against overall ratings were
generated. This method will allow for visual identification of any patterns. Additionally, the slope of
the line of best fit was determined to quantify the trend.

Data Sources
The primary data source for this analysis was faculty salary increase records extracted from the Human
Resources Management System (HRMS) through an interface with Institutional Analysis and Planning.
Faculty records as of May 2012 were considered.

Modifications to the Faculty List
The following changes were made to the list of faculty members extracted from HRMS:



The senior administrative pool was removed due to low sample size
Where faculty members had a joint appointment, and the pool and ratings were not the same in the
two appointments, two distinct records were retained, but the appointment IDs were changed to be
the same. Where faculty members had a joint appointment, and the pool and ratings were the same,
the records were merged. This resulting data set contained 1077 records.
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1 – Summary of Records
Data from 1077 records were used in these analyses. Of these 1077 records, 794 pertained to males and 283
pertained to females. The breakdown by rank and gender is given in Table 1. It indicates that males are more
likely to be at the Full Professor rank, females at the Assistant, Lecturer and Clinical Lecturer ranks.
Table 1 – Records by Rank and Gender
Faculty Rank

Gender

Female

Professor

Associate

Assistant

Lecturer

61

97

79

37

9

21.6%

34.3%

27.9%

13.1%

3.2%

313

255

151

71

4

39.4%

32.1%

19.0%

8.9%

0.5%

374

352

230

108

13

Count
Percentage

Male

Count
Percentage
Total

Clinical
283

794

1077

Table 2 further describes the 1077 records in the analysis by considering the year of first appointment to the
University of Waterloo for the 794 males and 283 females in the data set. The data shows that 677 (63%) of
the 1077 records (72% of females and 60% of males) relate to individuals hired since 2000.
Table 2– Year of First Appointment by Gender
Gender
Female
Year of First

1968 to

Count

Appointment

1979

% within Range

1980 to

Count

1984

% within Range

1985 to

Count

1989

% within Range

1990 to

Count

1994

% within Range

1995 to

Count

1999

% within Range

2000 to

Count

2004

% within Range

2005 to

Count

2009

% within Range

2010 to

Count

2012

Total
Male

2

45

47

4.3%

95.7%

100.0%

6

39

45

13.3%

86.7%

100.0%

22

78

100

22.0%

78.0%

100.0%

21

63

84

25.0%

75.0%

100.0%

29

95

124

23.4%

76.6%

100.0%

59

169

228

25.9%

74.1%

100.0%

96

208

304

31.6%

68.4%

100.0%

48

97

145

% within Range

33.1%

66.9%

100.0%

Total Records

283

794

1077

26.3%

73.7%

100.0%

% of Total
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Table 3 – Year of First Appointment by Faculty

Faculty
Total
AHS
Year of

1968

Count

First

to

Appoint

1979

% within Range

1980

Count

Arts

ENG

ENV

Math

Science

7

10

10

2

12

6

47

14.9%

21.3%

21.3%

4.3%

25.5%

12.8%

100.0%

3

10

14

1

5

12

45

6.7%

22.2%

31.1%

2.2%

11.1%

26.7%

100.0%

5

19

28

3

19

26

100

5.0%

19.0%

28.0%

3.0%

19.0%

26.0%

100.0%

3

20

26

4

19

12

84

3.6%

23.8%

31.0%

4.8%

22.6%

14.3%

100.0%

2

27

40

7

24

24

124

1.6%

21.8%

32.3%

5.6%

19.4%

19.4%

100.0%

14

52

59

9

58

36

228

6.1%

22.8%

25.9%

3.9%

25.4%

15.8%

100.0%

19

83

73

31

50

48

304

6.2%

27.3%

24.0%

10.2%

16.4%

15.8%

100.0%

10

41

40

10

19

25

145

% within Range

6.9%

28.3%

27.6%

6.9%

13.1%

17.2%

100.0%

Total Records

63

262

290

67

206

189

1077

5.8%

24.3%

26.9%

6.2%

19.1%

17.5%

100.0%

-ment
to
1984

% within Range

1985

Count

to
1989

% within Range

1990

Count

to
1994

% within Range

1995

Count

to
1999

% within Range

2000

Count

to
2004

% within Range

2005

Count

to
2009

% within Range

2010

Count

to
2012

% of Total
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Table 3 (previous page) gives the number of faculty members by year of first appointment and Faculty. The
percentages hired since 2000 range from 59.3% in Engineering to 74.6% in Environment.

Table 4 gives the number of faculty members by birth year and Faculty. The percentages born since 1966
range from 41.8% in Environment to 51.9% in Mathematics.

Table 4 – Birth Year by Faculty
Faculty
Applied

Arts

Total

Engineer

Environ

ing

ment

Health

Math

Science

Sciences
Birth
Year

Before
1945

1945 to
1955

1956 to
1965

1966 to
1975

1976 to
1987

Count
% within Range
Count
% within Range
Count
% within Range
Count
% within Range
Count
% within Range
Total Records
% of Total

0

6

6

1

5

3

21

0.0% 28.6%

28.6%

4.8%

23.8%

14.3%

100.0%

51

50

11

32

44

208

9.6% 24.5%

24.0%

5.3%

15.4%

21.2%

100.0%

84

99

27

62

73

360

4.2% 23.3%

27.5%

7.5%

17.2%

20.3%

100.0%

92

95

23

76

50

358

6.1% 25.7%

26.5%

6.4%

21.2%

14.0%

100.0%

29

40

5

31

19

130

4.6% 22.3%

30.8%

3.8%

23.8%

14.6%

100.0%

262

290

67

206

189

1077

5.8% 24.3%

26.9%

6.2%

19.1%

17.5%

100.0%

20

15

22

6

63
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2- Summary of Findings
Assigned scores were analyzed by rank, gender, appointment type, and Faculty. All findings below were
tested for statistical significance.






Full Professors tend to get higher mean scores in scholarship and teaching.
While there are small differences in each category and in overall scores between males and females,
they are not statistically significant.
Tenured faculty tend to get higher overall mean scores, as well as higher scores in scholarship and
teaching
Faculty in the Math Faculty tend to get lower mean scores in overall, scholarship, service and
teaching.
Faculty members with an Associate Dean, Director or Department Chair position are more likely than
other faculty members to get an overall score of 2.00.

3 - Results
3.1 – Overall Scores
Descriptive statistics for overall scores are in Table 5 below, and Figure 1 shows the distribution of overall
scores. The mean overall score is 1.62, It is evident from Figure 1 that scores tend to be skewed towards the
higher end of the range, with very few scores below 1.0.

Table 5 - Descriptive Statistics for Overall Rating

Number of

Range

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std. Deviation

Variance

2.0

0.0

2.0

1.620

0.2542

0.065

Records
Overall Score

1077
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Figure 1 – Distribution of Overall Scores

Table 6 gives the mean scores for the overall rating and each of the three areas that comprise the score.
Seventy-six faculty members, (73 Lecturers), have weights of zero assigned to scholarship. Scholarship Score2
gives the average scholarship score for those who have a non-zero weight for scholarship. Mean scores in
each component of the overall score are approximately 1.60.
Table 6– Mean scores overall and by area

Mean

Number of
Records

Overall Score

1.620

1077

Scholarship Score1

1.476

1077

Scholarship Score2

1.588

1001

Service Score

1.595

1077

Teaching Score

1.606

1077
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3.2- Analysis by Faculty Rank
Mean Scores by rank are given in Table 7 and shown in Figure 2.
Table 7 – Mean Scores by Rank
Faculty Rank
Professor

Associate

Assistant

Lecturer

Clinical

Mean

n

Mean

n

Mean

n

Mean

n

Mean

n

Overall Score

1.705

374

1.603

352

1.523

230

1.583

108

1.655

13

Scholarship Score1

1.71

374

1.54

352

1.53

230

.35

108

1.40

13

Scholarship Score2

1.71

373

1.55

350

1.53

230

1.08

35

1.40

13

Service Score

1.69

374

1.62

352

1.44

230

1.52

108

1.71

13

Teaching Score

1.64

374

1.61

352

1.55

230

1.59

108

1.73

13

There are several statistically significant differences in mean overall rating between ranks. In the summary
below, the rank with the higher mean overall rating is in bold. Actual score differences are in brackets. There
are significant differences between:





Professors and associate professors (.101)
Professors and assistant professors (.182)
Professors and lecturer (.121)
Associate professors and assistant professors (.081)

Statistically significant differences in teaching, scholarship and service ratings were also found between
ranks. Again, the rank with the higher mean rating is in bold, and the difference is in brackets. Because many
Lecturers have weights of zero assigned to scholarship, the comparisons are misleading and not reported.:






Scholarship score:
o Professor and associate professor (0.171)
o Professor and assistant professor (0.178)
o Professor and clinical (0.306)
Service score:
o Professors and associate professors (0.072)
o Professors and assistant professors (0.253)
o Professors and lecturer (0.169)
o Associate and assistant professors (0.182)
o Clinical and Assistant (0.274)
Teaching score:
o Professors and assistant professors (.084)
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Figure 2 - Distribution of Mean Overall Rating by Faculty Rank
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3.3 - Analysis by Gender

Table 8 gives the mean scores overall and in the three areas, by gender. Figures 3 and 4 show the distribution
of overall ratings by gender. Figures 5, 6 and 7 show the distributions for the three areas Again, Scholarship
Score2 removes those who had a zero weight assigned for scholarship.
There is no significant difference between the mean overall ratings given to males and females.

Table 8– Mean scores by gender
Gender
Female

Male

Mean

Number of
records

Mean

Number of
records

Overall Score

1.602

283

1.626

794

Scholarship Score1

1.428

283

1.494

794

Scholarship Score2

1.566

258

1.600

743

Service Score

1.589

283

1.598

794

Teaching Score

1.600

283

1.608

794
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Figure 3 - Overall Rating by Gender

N = 283
Median = 1.600
Mean = 1.602
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Figure 4 – Proportion of Overall Ratings Assigned by Gender

Figure 4 shows the distribution of scores for females and males.
Figures 5, 6, and 7 show the distribution of scholarship, teaching and service ratings, respectively, by gender.
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Figure 5 - Distribution of Scholarship Scores by Gender

Figure 5 shows that a higher proportion of men receive scholarship ratings of 2.0 compared to females, while
more females receive ratings of 1.50 and 1.75. The large number of zero ratings correspond mostly to those
who have an assigned weight of zero for scholarship.
The mean scores for scholarship assigned to males and females do not differ significantly.
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Figure 6- Distribution of Teaching Scores by Gender

Figure 6 shows the distribution of teaching ratings between males and females.
The mean scores for teaching assigned to males and females do not differ significantly.
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Figure 7 - Distribution of Service Scores by Gender

Figure 7 shows the distribution of service ratings between males and females.
The mean scores for service assigned to males and females do not differ significantly.
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3.4 - Analysis by Rank and Gender
As indicated in Table 1, there is an imbalance in the distribution of males and females between the ranks.
Table 9 summarizes the mean scores by rank and gender. The scholarship scores for Lecturers are not
reported due to the large number of assigned weights of zero. The data for the Clinical Lecturers is
suppressed due to the small numbers in that category.
The table indicates no systematic differences between genders, with the differences between ranks being
evident for both males and females.

Table 9– Mean Scores by Rank and Gender

Overall

Scholarship

Service

Teaching

Rating

Rate

Rate

Rate

Mean

Mean

Mean

Mean

Number of
records

Female

1.693

1.71

1.74

1.62

61

Male

1.707

1.71

1.68

1.64

313

Female

1.623

1.57

1.63

1.64

97

Male

1.596

1.53

1.61

1.60

255

Female

1.521

1.52

1.46

1.55

79

Male

1.524

1.54

1.42

1.55

151

Female

1.547

NR

1.47

1.54

37

Male

1.602

NR

1.55

1.62

71

Professor Gender

Associate Gender
Faculty
Rank
Assistant

Lecturer

Gender

Gender
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3.5- Analysis by Appointment Type
Table 10 gives the mean scores overall and by area for each appointment type. Scholarship Score2 removes
those individuals who have an assigned weight of zero for scholarship.
Table 10 – Mean Scores by Appointment Type

Appointment Type
Tenure

Probationary

Continuing

Definite

Mean

n

Mean

n

Mean

n

Mean

N

Overall Score

1.657

706

1.535

238

1.702

56

1.481

77

Scholarship Score1

1.626

706

1.548

238

.576

56

.532

77

Scholarship Score2

1.633

703

1.548

238

1.19

27

1.24

33

Service Score

1.657

706

1.453

238

1.701

56

1.393

77

Teaching Score

1.627

706

1.553

238

1.719

56

1.494

77

Figure 10 shows the mean overall scores between appointment types.
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Figure 10 - Distribution of Overall Score by Appointment Type

There are statistically significant differences in mean overall rating between appointment types. In the
summary below, the appointment type with the higher mean overall rating is in bold. Actual score differences
are in brackets. The differences noted were between:





Tenured and probationary (0.123)
Tenured and definite (0.176)
Continuing and probationary (0.167)
Continuing and definite(0.221)

Additionally, there was found to be a statistically significant difference in teaching, scholarship and service
ratings between appointment types. Results are listed below. Again, the appointment type with the higher
mean rating is in bold, and the difference is in brackets. Comparisons of scholarship scores for Continuing and
Definite appointments are not reported due to the large number of individuals with assigned scores of zero
for scholarship.





Scholarship rate:
o Tenured and probationary (0.07810)
Service rate:
o Tenured and probationary (0.204)
o Tenured and definite (0.264)
o Continuing and probationary (0.248)
o Continuing and definite (0.308)
Teaching rate:
o Tenured and probationary (0.074)
o Tenured and definite (0.134)
o Continuing and probationary (0.166)
o Continuing and definite (0.225)
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3.6 - Analysis by Faculty
Figure 9 shows the mean overall rating by FSI pool. There is a significant difference in the mean overall scores
in Math compared to the other Faculties. Math had lower scores in all three components than the other
Faculties, with the differences being lower, but smaller, for the service component. It is clear that different
reference standards are used in the Faculty of Mathematics. This does not affect the merit component of
salary increases, however, since these are assigned within Faculties using Faculty specific average scores as
the reference.

Figure 9 - Mean Overall Rating by Faculty (FSI Pool)
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3.7 Analysis by Birth Year and Year of First Appointment
Analyses were undertaken to examine how overall rating scores were related to age and years of service at
Waterloo. Figure 10 plots overall rating against birth year. The figure shows considerable scatter and there is
little relationship between birth year and overall rating.

Figure 10 - Plot of Overall Rating by Birth Year
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Figure 11 likewise shows little evidence of a relationship between year of first appointment and overall
rating.

Figure 11 – Plot of Overall Rating by Year of First Appointment
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To examine the trend in scores for pre-tenured faculty, Figure 12 selects faculty members who have a
probationary appointment and for whom their first appointment at the institution was 2004 or later. There is
considerable scatter and evidence that recently hired faculty are not necessarily being assigned low scores in
their first few years. There is also evidence that scores for this group increase with year from appointment,
but there is considerable scatter.

Figure 12 – Plot of Overall Rating for Probationary Faculty by Year of First Appointment
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3.8 - Analysis for Those with Heavier Service Responsibilities
3.8.1 - Analysis by Service Weights (0.2 vs 0.4)
Figure 12 shows the vast majority (approx. 77%) of faculty members have an assigned service weighting of
0.20. In comparison, 8.9% of faculty members have increased service responsibilities and hence an increased
weight (0.40) assigned to the service component.
A comparison of measures of performance between these two groups indicates that the group with a service
weight of 0.40 had significantly higher overall scores (difference 0.103), and significantly higher service
scores (difference 0.272), but significantly lower scholarship scores (difference -0.304). The teaching scores
did not differ significantly between the two groups. This suggests that faculty members who participate in
additional service related activities (thus given a higher weighting for service), on average, receive higher
overall ratings.

Figure 12 - Distribution of Service Weights
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3.8.2 – Overall Scores Awarded to Associate Deans, Directors and Chairs
Associate Deans, Directors and Chairs have much increased service responsibility. Table 11 shows, the
proportion of merit scores of 2.00 awarded to individuals who hold an Associate Dean, Director or
Department Chair position, compared to those who do not hold such a position. Nearly 90% of those in an
Associate Dean, Director or Department Chair position receive a score of 2.0 for service. The proportion that
receives an overall score of 2.0 is higher for Associate Deans, Directors and Chairs compared to those not
holding those positions, and similarly scores of 2.0 are more common for teaching and research for
individuals holding those positions. (Of course, in order to get a 2.0 overall rating, one must obtain 2.0 in each
of the three areas).
Table 11– Proportion Awarded Scores of 2.0
Position

Type

Score of 2.0

# of Faculty members

% of group who scored 2.0

Overall

22

69

31.9%

Scholarship

29

69

42.0%

Teaching

29

69

42.0%

Service

62

69

89.9%

Overall

48

1008

4.8%

Scholarship

210

1008

20.8%

Teaching

156

1008

15.5%

Service

224

1008

22.2%

AD/Chair

Excl.
AD/Chair
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